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Abstract 

Context—Mobile computing and communication devices are ubiquitous and can form mobile 

ad hoc networks (MANets). This may be particularly useful when device density may provide 

communications when Cellular, WAN, or LAN infrastructure is unavailable.  

Problem— Trust is subjective in the sense that the trustor determines the evaluation criteria on 

which to judge a potential trustee. Assessing the trust of MANet nodes is an ongoing research 

problem. Previous mobile ad-hoc network (MANet) trust research focuses on the behavior of 

nodes already operating in a MANet or on recommendations of other nodes. Previous trust 

research does not consider node location behavior as a potential avenue for measuring trust 

before allowing a node to join the MANet. 

Solution—This dissertation provides an objective metric for calculating node trust based on 

the capability, commitment, and consistency of node geographic behavior. In this dissertation, 

I describe an approach to measure node behavior defined as repeated and lasting physical 

presence in geographic locations to calculate a trust value. The approach measures node 

presence at geographic locations for at least a minimum duration repeatedly over time as 

defined by a MANet operator. This approach provides a way for MANet operators to qualify 

node behavior prior to deploying the node in a MANet, and to monitor node behavior to ensure 

conformance to MANet manager’s expectations for that behavior.  

Contributions— 

1: Created a novel method for building trust based on location behavior of mobile nodes 

(MACH-T). 

2: Designed, implemented, and tested an algorithm and corresponding software 

implementation for MACH-T. 

3: Designed and performed six experiments for evaluating MACH-T and evaluated MACH-T’s 

performance under difference scenarios using real location data in the first five experiments 

and synthetic data in the sixth. 

Results—I found that MACH-T can build a useful and reliable trust measure, and 

corresponding confidence measure, based on mobile node location data. MANet operators 

could use MACH-T to measure trust of mobile nodes based on location behaviors. 
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Chapter 1:  

Introduction 

1.0 Context 

Ensuring adequate emergency communications during widespread emergencies or 

during system outages is an unsolved challenge. Whether a natural disaster causes system 

outages, or cyber-attacks or other actions or events restrict access to Cellular or other 

telecommunications infrastructure, the possibility of device-to-device communication may be 

a viable alternative. 

The ability of communities to disseminate important messages in the event of 

widespread outages in the telecommunications infrastructure depends on the preparation and 

availability of reliable backup methods.  Amateur radio operators are a typical source of backup 

communications in many communities, but they have limited resources and reach. 

These are just a few of the motivating reasons for investigating ways to ensure only 

trusted nodes join device-to-device mobile ad hoc networks that could serve as backups to 

existing communication infrastructure. 

Building and maintaining dedicated and resilient emergency response and public 

service networks is expensive, and although network sharing is a common approach to reduce 

costs and increase resiliency, it is often constrained by limited resources. Ubiquitous and high-

density mobile communication devices such as smart phones can provide alternative 

communication infrastructure by forming mobile ad hoc networks (MANets). 

In 2012, Li, et al. [1]  listed various uses for MANets including  

…both civilian and military applications, ranging from emergency disaster rescue 

personnel coordinating efforts after a hurricane, earthquake or brush fire to soldiers 

exchanging information for situational awareness on the battlefield as well as 

personal and home area networking, real-time traffic alert propagation via vehicular 

networks, and Cyber Physical System (CPS). 

In 2014 Deville, et al. [2] studied how mobile phone data could provide insights into 

population density to inform which locations are candidates for mobile ad hoc network 

services. 
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1.1 Problem 

Establishing trust in mobile devices and their services prior to using the devices as 

network nodes is an unsolved problem but has been the subject of study from the time mobile 

devices first began to proliferate, in the early part of the twenty first century. Trust is the 

basis for security and privacy of communications. Like trust in human relationships, 

attributes comprising device trust are complex and not easily measured.  As it relates to 

security, trust can be considered a prerequisite or a result of security as in “trustworthy”. 

Semantics can be argued either way. 

Guo, Chen, and Tsai [3] presented a survey and classification of trust computation 

models in 2017. They also pointed out several gaps in trust research. One subtopic area, within 

the topic of trust, for which a marked lack of published research results appears to exist, is 

when there are several distinct trust metrics contributing to one overall trust value. Their survey 

pointed to other researchers [4], [5], [6], [7] focused on social and distributed (peer-to-peer) 

types of trust in prior years between 2012 and 2016. 

Govindan and Mohapatra [8] in 2011 contended that node trust computations are 

simpler in static networks because node behavior is predictable after enough observations, but 

mobile node trust computations are hard when the location is constantly changing.  

Gligor and Wing [9], also in 2011 argued for a “general theory of trust” based on 

“human expectations and mental models of trust without relying on false metaphors and 

analogies with the physical world.” They also claimed that trustworthiness should factor in 

computational correctness and a behavior trust primitive. 

The problem of measuring trust in mobile ad hoc networks (MANets) has not been 

systematically addressed using an approach that mirrors how humans measure trust. Section 

2.1 Related Work provides a chronology and analysis of previous trust research in MANets. 

1.2 Solution 

The solution in this dissertation proposes to consider adherence to expected behaviors 

in physical presence as a necessity for establishing trust prior to joining a node to a MANet. 

Similarly to the way adherence to expected financial behaviors are used to calculate credit 

scores, expected proximate physical presence is a key component in successful MANet 
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formation and operation. This dissertation demonstrates that mobile node behaviors are 

predictable because even mobile nodes carried by humans or mounted in taxicabs, for 

example, exhibit average behaviors such as spending predictable time periods in a 

predictable number of specific locations. This dissertation also demonstrates that such 

predictability may be successfully used to calculate device trust. Nodes earn trust ratings 

by abiding to an expected location behavior: nodes with high capability, consistency, and 

commitment earn higher trust ratings than nodes with low capability, consistency, and 

commitment. 

The ability to calculate a trust value for a mobile node based on its historical geographic 

movement patterns will determine its value to a MANet when its past behavior is relied on as 

an indicator of future behavior. Once mobile nodes can be relied on to be in a particular place 

at a particular day and time, a trust overlay network operator can oversee the formation of such 

a network at such times and for purposes as they may be needed. 

To use an analogy, in the consumer loan process, a lender checks the credit score of 

someone applying for a loan before trusting that the applicant will pay back the loan. Human 

expectations in this case involve expected financial behaviors usually measured today by a 

credit score. The higher the credit risk, the lower the credit score, and the higher the interest 

rate. If the credit score is lower than a threshold, the loan application may be declined 

altogether. My own father, a “plenty tough Army Sergeant” Gilliam [10] during World War II 

was fond of saying to me and my siblings as children, “In God we trust, all others pay cash!” 

MANet operators should also have some sense of the behavior of a node prior to allowing it to 

join a MANet or their expectations of the node’s presence will not be met. 

The solution presented in this dissertation builds on work from Guo, Chen, and Tsai 

[3] who evaluated trust computation models in 2017 as compositions of trust composition, trust 

propagation, trust aggregation, trust update, and trust formation. This solution falls closer to 

their classifications as trust formation and trust update. Furthermore, the solution presented in 

this dissertation was built to support the concepts of “capability”, “commitment”, and 

“consistency” as described by Hacker [11] in 2014. Hacker described that “high trust” is the 

result of a person or organization considering another person or organization to be capable, 

committed, and consistent in their behavior [11]. Although this solution does not use human 
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or device recommenders to contribute to trust ratings, the empirical data considers the same 

factors discussed by Hacker [11]. This is because the mobile nodes have human operators, and 

the nodes reflect the behaviors of those humans even though humans are not directly involved 

in the trust determination. 

Table 1.1 shows a mapping that I developed between the trust classification design 

dimensions from Guo, Chen, and Tsai’s [3] to the human behavior dimension by Hacker [11]. 

This mapping shows full coverage between the computing and human behavior domains and 

is one of the pillars for the solution described in this dissertation which assigns measurable 

attributes to each trust dimension.  

Table 1.1 Trust Classification Model Component Mapping to Human Behavior Trust Components 

Trust Classification 

Design Dimension  

in the Computing  

Domain [3] 

Trust Dimension in the Human Behavior Domain [11] 

Quality of Service Capable: Presence of GPS trace data collected frequently over time, capable of 

communicating with GPS satellites or other devices providing geolocation data 

Centralized Consistent: Centralizing allows for comparison to others and to self to determine 

consistency in behavior 

Static weighted sum  Consistent: Repeated conformance to expected set of population average 

geographic location behaviors or to an ideal set of geographic location behaviors 

Event + time-driven  Committed: Visits to the same geographic locations over time shows commitment 

Multi-trust Capable: Many dimensions contribute to overall trust 

In MANets, the five characteristics of trust defined by Cho, et al. [12] in 2010 are that 

it is dynamic, subjective, not necessarily transitive, asymmetric (need not be reciprocal), and 

context dependent. These characteristics define a relationship between cooperating nodes in a 

MANet. The approach described in this dissertation exhibits three of the five trust properties 

as defined by Cho et al.  [12] and shown in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2 Trust Property Mapping to MACH-T Approach 

Cho  [12] Trust Property MACH-T Approach 

Dynamic MANet operator updates trust calculations periodically, as desired 

Subjective MANet operator chooses trust evaluation parameters 

Not necessarily transitive Nodes in a MANet need not trust a node trusted by a node it trusts.  

MACH-T defines trust from the MANet operator perspective. 

Asymmetric (need not be 

reciprocal) 

Nodes in MANet need not trust a node trusting it. 

MACH-T defines trust from the MANet operator perspective. 

Context dependent MACH-T node trust is calculated on its geographic context (location 

behaviors) 

 

1.3 Contributions 

Three major contributions are described in this dissertation: 

Contribution 1: Created a novel method for measuring mobile device trust based on 

location behavior.  

Contribution 2: Designed, implemented, and tested an algorithm and corresponding 

software implementation for measuring mobile device trust. 

Contribution 3: Designed and performed six experiments for evaluating the MACH-

T approach and algorithm for the case of personal and taxi-mounted mobile device GPS 

traces.  

Six experiments described in this dissertation tested two hypotheses: 

• Hypothesis 1: Location behaviors in personal mobile devices can be quantified, 

measured, and used to assign trust values. 

• Hypothesis 2: Location behaviors in vehicle-mounted mobile devices can be quantified, 

measured, and used to assign trust values. 

These experiments are not an effort to determine if the unexpected or outlier behavior 

is malicious, only that it is unexpected and therefore not trustworthy, based on a given, and 

adjustable, definition of expected behavior. 

The MACH-T algorithm described in this dissertation provides an approach and 

method for calculating trust for personal and vehicle-mounted mobile device nodes plus a 
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confidence value on the resulting adjusted trust value. MACH-T translates the trust attributes 

of capability, commitment, and consistency into the following measurable data: 

• Capability: Data availability, longevity, and density. 

• Commitment: Repeated visits within a small perimeter for a minimum duration. 

• Consistency: Repeated visits to a small number of locations. 

1.6 Author’s Related Publications 

Included as Chapter 3:  

K.H. Thurston, D. Conte de Leon. “MACH-T: A Behavior-based Mobile Node Trust 

Evaluation Algorithm for Building Ad hoc Mobile Networks.” Submitted to 2022 Hawaii 

International Conference on System Sciences 

Included as Chapter 7 (copyright notice in Figure 11-1): 

K.H. Thurston, D. Conte de Leon. “MACH-2K Architecture: Building Mobile Device 

Trust and Utility for Emergency Response Networks.”  Proceedings of the 2019 IEEE 16th 

International Conference on Mobile Ad Hoc and Sensor Systems Workshops (MASSW), 

Monterey, CA, USA, November, 2019, IEEE, DOI: 10.1109/MASSW.2019.00004 

Included as Chapter 8 (copyright notice in Figure 11-2): 

K. Thurston and D. C. de Leon, “The healthcare IoT Ecosystem: Advantages of Fog 

Computing Near the Edge,” in 2018 IEEE/ACM International Conference on Connected 

Health: Applications, Systems and Engineering Technologies (CHASE). IEEE, 2018, pp. 51–

56. 

1.7 Institutional Review Board Determination 

The University of Idaho’s Institutional Review Board determined this research is not 

human subjects research (Project 20-206, reference number 11508, determination letter dated 

January 25, 2021) because the datasets used were anonymized, gathered in the past (nothing 

more current than 2014), and were publicly available. Where the term “subjects” is used in this 

dissertation it should be assumed to mean “subject devices” or “mobile devices”. 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/conhome/9044469/proceeding
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/conhome/9044469/proceeding
https://doi.org/10.1109/MASSW.2019.00004
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1.8 Organization of this Dissertation 

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents Background 

and Related Work. Chapter 3 describes the MACH-T trust algorithm and the first Geolife 

dataset experiment. Chapter 4 describes a second and third MACH-T experiment using 

different trust parameters with the same Geolife dataset.  Chapter 5 describes a fourth and fifth 

MACH-T experiment using the Roma Taxi dataset and ideal behaviors rather than observed 

population average behaviors. Chapter 6 describes a trust modeling approach using the 

MACH-T algorithm. Chapter 7 describes MACH-2K, a MANet architecture. Chapter 8 

provides a survey of edge computing in healthcare settings. Chapter 9 discusses final results 

and future work. Chapter 10 contains a full list of cited references. An Appendix includes 

copyright notices. 
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Chapter 2:  

Background and Related Work 

2.0 Chapter Introduction 

The subject of trust has been addressed in many disciplines including sociology, 

economics, philosophy, psychology, organizational management, and autonomic computing 

in industrial and system engineering [12].  

In a survey of various trust management schemes for MANets, Cho, et al. [12] found 

that “no work clearly addresses what should be measured to evaluate network trust”. The 

survey cited 125 research papers. For individual node trust metrics, Cho, et al. [12] proposed 

future research to include measuring both social reputation and quality of service.   

In a book titled Security Metrics: Replacing Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt, published in 

2007, Jacquith [21] quotes a former boss who said, “Trust is good, control is better”. To control 

system variables such as which nodes are allowed to join the MANet, trust must be measurable. 

As former US president Ronald Reagan once quoted Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, “Trust, but verify.” 

In other words, observe or measure whether trust is warranted. 

2.1 Related Work 

How to determine trust in individual nodes in a mobile ad-hoc network (MANet) is an 

open research problem. Comprehensive searches of research databases found no research that 

uses historical location behavior as an indicator of MANet node trust. The related work cited 

below focuses either on the viability of mobile ad hoc networks or on trust as a measure of a 

node’s behavior as it operates in a network.   

Through the years, beginning in 2001, interesting studies focusing on network node 

trust have contributed to this research topic, and the following paragraphs provide a 

chronological overview of research showing the problem of trust in computing is an ongoing 

problem. 

Computing hardware can be manufactured to be trustworthy as prescribed by the 

Trusted Platform Module (TPM), a standard of the Trusted Computing Group, first released in 

2001. The latest version (2.0) of this standard was released in 2015 as ISO/IEC 11889:2015. It 

has been adopted by a large number of manufacturers of various hardware components, 
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including mobile devices. Segall [14] describes the modules as small inexpensive chips with 

limited security functions that are the Root of Trust for a device, most useful for remotely 

identifying or authenticating a machine, protecting secrets or data through hardware protection, 

and verifying a machine’s state or attestation. 

Various architectures for MANets have proposed a layer to oversee the management of 

the MANet. The term “Trust Overlay Network” as defined by Zhou, et al. [15] in 2006 

originally proposed metrics for determining reputation of nodes in an established MANet. 

Cho, et al. [12] cited 125 different research papers in their 2010 survey on trust 

management for mobile ad hoc networks. Their work included a discussion of trust 

terminology including  trust management which encompasses trust establishment, trust update, 

and trust revocation; reputation management; and recommendation. Cho reported that “in the 

literature, the terms trust and trustworthiness “seem to be used interchangeably without clear 

distinction.” Cho cites research from Josang et al. [16] and Gambetta [17] which defines a 

“level of trust” as the “belief probability varying from 0 (complete distrust) to 1 (complete 

trust)…that the trustees will behave as expected.” Additionally, research by Solhaug [19] 

defines “trustworthiness as the objective probability that the trustee performs a particular 

action on which the interests of the trustor depend.”  

Cho, et al. [12] assumed ad hoc networks without centralized infrastructure must rely 

on local trust evidence in node to node interactions.  

Among the various MANet trust management research cited by Cho, et al. [12] is 

research from Kamvar et al. [18] who proposed a reputation based trust calculation in peer-to-

peer networks where they assign “each peer a unique global trust value, based on the peer’s 

history of uploads.” The purpose was to “decrease the number of downloads of inauthentic 

files in a peer-to-peer file-sharing network.” This particular research was the only one found 

to use a metric related to the specific context of the application to measure trust. One of the 

five trust characteristics defined by Cho, et al. [12] is that it is context dependent. 

Also cited by Cho, et al. [12] is research from Solhaug et al. [19] who defined trust 

management as “a special case of risk management with a particular emphasis on 
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authentication of entities under uncertainty and decision making in cooperation with unknown 

entities. 

Also cited by Cho, et al. [12] is research from Li et al. [20] and Li et al. [21] who 

combined reputation-based frameworks using direct observation of nodes in a network and 

opinions of intermediate nodes to determine the trust between nodes without prior interactions.  

Cho, et al. [12] also cites Yunfang [22] who proposed two ways to evaluate trust: 

policy-based and reputation-based. Where policy-based relied on signed credentials based on 

“strong and objective security schemes such as logical rules and verifiable properties for access 

control” reputation-based trust used numerical and computational mechanisms to evaluate trust 

which would then be disseminated among entities. 

Cho, et al. [12] also cite Li and Singhal [23], who classified trust management into 

evidence-based and monitoring-based. Evidence-based would rely on challenge/response 

processes such as those used with public key, and monitoring-based would be based on 

observations of node behavior in the network such as packet dropping, packet flooding, or 

reputation reports from other nodes. 

Cho, et al. [12] also cite Aivaloglou et al.  [24] who classified trust frameworks as either 

certificate-based or behavior-based. The certificate-based trust framework would rely on pre-

deployment knowledge of trust, either by the certificate-authority itself, or by another node. 

Finally, Cho, et al. [12] do not explore how to validate trust models even though they 

assert “In general, validation of trust models is difficult, given the inherent subjectivity in the 

trust metric, but it is also critical.”  

Saied, Olivereau, Zeghlache, and Laurent [25] assumed nodes were trustworthy prior 

to joining a network and they proposed a “bootstrapping” period in their 2013 research to test 

the trustworthiness of nodes based on artificially induced node interactions, including requests 

for assistance between nodes.   

In a book published in 2013 titled Modeling Trust Context in Networks, Sibel Adali 

[26] discusses the issue of identity by stating that identity and authentication are important for 

security. In citing Nissenbaum’s 2004 research [27] he notes that identities on networks result 
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in “disembodiment” and that identity not being “tied to … physical presence” is a barrier to 

establishing trust. 

A NIST publication at the end of 2015 described a proof-of-concept implementation of 

the Trusted Platform Module configured to know the current location of the hardware to 

enforce geolocation restrictions for purposes of restricting computing devices outside of 

national borders, for example, but not to track the geographic locations of a moving hardware 

device over time [28]. 

With the new 5G cellular technology rollouts, Lu, et al. in 2018 [29] studied ways to 

offload cellular network traffic to device-to-device networks using femtocell technology to 

augment the macro cellular infrastructure in a Heterogeneous Cellular Network (HCN). In Lu, 

et al., trust only depends on authorization, key authentication, prior social interactions, or 

device-to-device performance in an already formed network, not on historical device location 

behaviors or other measurable attributes. 

 Behavioral scientists Eagle and Pentland [30] have shown predictability in human 

behaviors they term “eigenbehaviors” which can predict with a high degree of certainty where 

someone will be in the future, based on past behavior [30]. This dissertation demonstrates an 

approach, although not based on the same eigenbehavior method, to predict the location of 

mobile devices carried by human operators based on past behavior, and to use calculated values 

to assign trust to a device to be deployed as a node in a MANet. 

A recent patent application by Agarwal [31] proposes using geolocation and timing for 

issuing a one-time password for authentication purposes but does not address the issue of 

network node trust over time. 

While trust has been the topic of many investigations, the approach in this dissertation 

is unique and most closely draws on the eigenbehavior concept [30] of predictable human 

behavior which in this dissertation is extended to mobile devices. While Eagle and Pentland 

were focused on predictability in human behavior, and created a measure for human behavior, 

their work did not explore the relationship between predictability and trust. Their work does 

mention human interactions and relationships as one aspect of human behavior but did not 

explore trust in those interactions or relationships. The MACH-T solution focuses on 
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calculating a value for trust which can be used for a specific purpose: building a MANet of 

trusted nodes, that is, trusted in the sense of location persistence.  

The MACH-2K architecture described in Chapter 7 of this Dissertation describes an 

overlay network architecture that would be centrally managed. Nodes would either be in the 

network because they are trusted based on their geographic behavior, or they would not be in 

the network because their trust value was below a threshold. Nodes would not have access to 

trust values of other nodes but would trust any node in the network because the MANet 

operator (the trust authority) deemed them trustworthy. 
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Chapter 3:  

MACH-T: Behavior-based Trust of Personal Mobile Devices  

3.0 Chapter Introduction 

This chapter proposes an approach for assessing trust of personal mobile device nodes 

based on their location behaviors prior to joining and while joined to a MANet. 

This chapter provides the following contributions supporting Hypothesis 1: 

Contribution 1: Create a novel method for measuring trust based on location 

behavior.  

Contribution 2: Design, implement, and test an algorithm (MACH-T) and 

corresponding software implementation for measuring trust. 

This chapter also provides the personal mobile device experiment description and 

results:  

Contribution 3: Design and perform two experiments for evaluating the MACH-T 

approach and algorithm for the case of personal and taxi-mounted mobile device GPS 

traces. 

Hypothesis 1: Location behaviors in personal mobile devices can be quantified, 

measured, and used to assign trust. The results of this experiment indicate the hypothesis is 

true. 
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I designed, developed, and implemented a process and toolset for calculating the 

MACH-T trust value based on raw GPS trace data. This process is described in Figure 3-1  

(data stores are represented with boxes, and processes in italic typeface). 
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Figure 3-1 Geolife Data Analysis Workflow 

A compressed version of this chapter has been submitted to the 2022 Hawaii 

International Conference on System Sciences and is currently under review.  

3.0.1 Abstract 

MACH-T is a novel behavior-based algorithm for mobile ad hoc network node trust 

building. MACH-T uses historical mobile node geographic location traces to incrementally 

calculate node trust values based on the concepts of geographical node capability, 

commitment, and consistency. Motivation for this work is to increase resiliency in community 

and public service networks. Resiliency may be economically enhanced by building new ad 

hoc networks of private mobile devices and joining these to public service networks at specific 

trusted points. Resiliency in such ad hoc networks relies on security which is in turn built on 

trust. By first establishing trust, message confidentiality, privacy, and integrity may be 

implemented by well-known cryptographic means. In this article, we describe the MACH-T 
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algorithm for automatically evaluating the trust of ad hoc network nodes. We also describe our 

experiments and results from evaluating MACH-T using real GPS traces from the Microsoft 

Research Geolife project. Our results show that MACH-T can successfully build a reliable trust 

value and corresponding confidence value based on learnt patterns of time spent in certain 

qualifying geographic locations. 

Keywords: algorithms, trust, trust building, emergency response networks, network 

resiliency, spatio-temporal data mining, location history, Internet of Things, mobile ad hoc 

network (MANet). 

3.1 Introduction 

Mobile devices have become ubiquitous. Wireless capabilities for device-to-device 

communication are varied and currently available in most mobile devices. Applications such 

as FireChat and BluetoothChat have seen widespread use in areas where cellular service has 

been interrupted or is non-existent [32]. These applications assume a binary trust determination 

based on human mobile device users or owners knowing each other a priori.  

Such trust determinations are well-suited for network applications that involve human 

intervention such as chat applications or human-to-human messaging applications. However, 

requiring a priori trust determination is not possible in many interesting applications. For 

example, (1) unknown or ad hoc IoT device message forwarding, (2) messaging to, from, 

within, or across ad hoc networks with thousands or more devices or nodes, (3) emergency 

response message forwarding and delivery, (4) community service message forwarding and 

delivery.  

This paper investigates using geographical behavior patterns of mobile devices to build 

trust for mobile nodes in ad hoc networks based solely on device geographical behavior, when 

device owner authorization is given. We used real mobile device GPS traces form the 

Microsoft Geolife dataset [33], [34], [35], [36], to analyze and discover predictable 

geographical behaviors. These behaviors were used as the basis for constructing a generic trust 

evaluation algorithm, MACH-T. MACH-T was then evaluated against the Geolife dataset 

showing very promising results. 
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We envision a future system where builders and managers of ad hoc networks would 

be able to:  

1. Select certain geographic areas of interest for building a MANet (Mobile Ad 

hoc Network), 

2. Automatically assign trustworthiness for subscribing ad hoc mobile nodes 

within those geographic areas (MACH-T), 

3. Create trust groups and select desired trustworthiness and trust confidence 

thresholds for joining different trust groups or network action or message 

types, and 

4. Initiate messages with destinations to, or forwarded by, nodes on the MANet, 

depending on the message type and trusted MANet groups, which may have 

different trust level requirements. 

This article describes our approach, algorithm, experiments, and results toward 

enabling point 2 above by using a node's geolocation behavior patterns as provided, with device 

owner's permission, to a central device trust determination authority. Using MACH-T, a 

system could be built to enable operators to request trust determination information from a 

mobile node trust determination authority. Only the resulting trust value, but not the source 

traces, would be shared with MANet operators ensuring the privacy of device users or owners. 

In a previous article, we described the overall architecture of a system that would enable such 

MANets called MACH-2K [32]. In this article, we describe the MACH-T algorithm for trust 

determination that would enable such resilient MANets to be built. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes related work, 

Section 3.3 describes the Geolife dataset, Section 3.4 describes our methods, Section 3.5 

describes our results, and Section 3.6 presents our conclusions. 

3.2 Related Work 

Other researchers have investigated trust for mobile ad hoc networks. However, we 

found no academic reports describing an approach in which trust is built based on actual 

historical geographical behavior plus context-sensitive requirements established by network 

managers such as requirements for presence in a geographic location. 
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Guo, Chen, and Tsai [3] presented a survey and classification of trust computation 

models. They also pointed out several gaps in trust research [3]. One subtopic area, within the 

topic of trust, for which a marked lack of published research results appears to exist, is when 

there are several distinct trust metrics contributing to one overall trust value. Guo, Chen, and 

Tsai found only four papers in this area: [37], [38], [39], [40]. However, [37], [38], [39], [40] 

focused on social and distributed (peer-to-peer) types of trust building. By contrast, the 

algorithm and results we describe in this article contribute new knowledge in the subtopic area 

of multi-attribute trust formation. Our research also has the potential for leading into 

developing Trust as a Service (TaaS), another approach needing further research as suggested 

by Guo, Chen, and Tsai [3].  

Within the Guo, Chen, and Tsai [3] trust model classification, one model, which they 

call “Class 5: QoS + social / distributed / static weighted sum / event + time-driven / multi-

trust” would fit the closest to the MACH-T model presented in this article. Our model differs 

from Guo et. al. Class 5, in that it does not have a social attribute component since these 

attributes tend to assume direct involvement by humans as an essential portion of the trust 

computation. In addition, our trust formation model is intended to be automatic and centralized 

rather than manual and distributed.  

Also, Guo, Chen, and Tsai’s [3] evaluated trust computation models as one of: trust 

composition, trust propagation, trust aggregation, trust update, and trust formation. Our 

approach falls closer to their classifications as trust formation and trust update. Furthermore, 

MACH-T is built to support the concepts of “capability”, “commitment”, and “consistency” as 

described by Hacker [11]. Hacker writes that high trust results from one person or device 

considering another person, organization, or device to be capable, committed, and consistent 

in their behavior [11]. Although our approach does not use human or device recommenders to 

directly contribute to trust ratings, the empirical data we analyzed considers the same factors 

discussed by Hacker [11]. This is because the mobile nodes we analyzed have human operators 

and we assume devices reflect the behaviors of those humans even though, in our case given 

the desired functionality, we need humans not to be directly involved in the trust determination. 

Table 3.1 shows a mapping of the trust classification design dimensions from Guo, Chen, and 
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Tsai’s [3] to the human behavior dimension by Hacker[11] where we show full coverage 

between the computing and human behavior domains. 

Saied, Olivereau, Zeghlache, and Laurent [25] assumed nodes were trustworthy prior 

to joining a network and they propose a “bootstrapping” period to test the trustworthiness of 

nodes based on artificially induced node interactions, including requests for assistance between 

nodes [25]. In contrast, our work proposes using actual historical geographic behavior to 

incrementally build mobile device (node) trust.  

Table 3.1 Trust Computation Model Component Mapping to Human Behavior Trust Components 

Trust Classification Design 

Dimension in the 

Computing  Domain 

Trust Dimension in Human Behavior Domain 

Quality of Service Capable (presence of GPS trace data collected over time, capable of communicating 

with GPS satellites) 

Centralized Consistent (centralizing allows for comparison to others and to self) 

Static weighted sum  Consistent (trust increases with conformance to expected set of behaviors) 

Event + time-driven  Committed (visits to same locations over time shows commitment) 

Multi-trust Capable (many dimensions contribute to overall trust) 

 

3.3 Dataset 

This section describes the dataset we used for our analysis and initial experiments. 

The Geolife dataset from Microsoft Research [33] collected GPS traces from 182 

subjects mostly between April 2007 and August 2012. The average subject’s data spanned 6.2 

months (standard deviation of 1 year, 2.4 months). Microsoft’s statistics for the dataset are 

17,621 trajectories with a total distance of more than 1.29 million kilometers and 50,176 hours. 

The sampling rates vary from 1 to 5 seconds and between 5-10 meters per point. The data was 

mostly gathered in and around Beijing, China, with some traces in the United States and 

Europe. The Geolife dataset also included transportation modes for some of the subjects (walk, 

bike, bus, car and taxi, train, airplane, and other) but we did not use this data attribute in our 

analysis. 

Table 3.2 provides the data format of the detail records in the GPS trace files. The first 

six records in each file were header records which we did not use. We used Field 5: Number 

of days since fixed date for calculations involving the date as a number instead of using Field 
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6: Date and Field 7: Time. We discarded Field 3 (always 0) and Field 4: Altitude since they 

were not relevant to our research. Figure 3-2 shows two sample GPS trace detail records. 

Table 3.2 Geolife GPS Trace File Detail Record Data Format (as Shown in the Geolife User Guide) 

Field 1  Latitude in decimal degrees.  

Field 2  Longitude in decimal degrees.  

Field 3  All set to 0 for this dataset.  

Field 4  Altitude in feet (-777 if not valid).  

Field 5  Date - number of days (with fractional part) that have passed since 12/30/1899 

Field 6  Date as a string  

Field 7  Time as a string 

 

39.906631, 116.385564, 0, 492, 40097.5864583333, 2009-10-11, 14:04:30   

39.906554, 116.385625, 0, 492, 40097.5865162037, 2009-10-11, 14:04:35 

Figure 3-2 Example Geolife GPS Trace Data Records 

3.4 Methods  

In summary, the process for analyzing the dataset is shown below. 

• Process GPS trace files for all days for each subject device (node) 

• Accumulate qualifying locations and write detail records for each qualifying 

location to file for each subject device (node) 

•  Qualifying locations determined by subjective definition of trust: How long a 

subject device is required to stay in a location for the location to qualify, how 

many total days and hours for which there are trace records and how many of the 

days and hours qualify for the minimum stay in a location 

• Locations determined by desired zoom level using the OpenStreetMaps.org tile 

system 

• Write one summary record with summary data and trust values:  

MACH-T(U), Confidence, and MACH-T(A) 

3.4.1 Input file processing of stationary activity 

The first step in our evaluation methodology was to analyze the GPS traces of the 

Geolife dataset from Microsoft Research [33] to determine average behavior which we then 

considered as the basis for desired behavior. Assuming and anticipating that most subjects 
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would spend at least one hour in only a handful of unique locations over time, such as home, 

work, school, places of worship, shopping, and recreation, we compiled the total hours and 

number of times a subject visited the same location for at least one hour. The GPS traces we 

analyzed recorded the movement of mobile devices. 

We used these trace data focusing on the times when devices were stationary or at least 

within a square area approximately 469 meters on each side for at least one hour. We assumed 

that most mobile devices carried by human owners or operators will not be mobile for more 

than a fraction of a 24-hour period. Even in more congested areas with long commutes 

compared to other regions such as the Los Angeles basin in California, USA, where average 

commute times are 31 minutes each way, or about 1 hour per day, commute time accounts for 

only 4.2% of one 24-hour day [41]. Even with an extra round trip per day for an additional 

hour for purposes other than work, only 8.2% of the day may be spent traveling at most. 

Considering the purpose for our trust calculations is to form mobile ad hoc networks, devices 

that are confined to a limited geography while connected to the network would likely be more 

useful to the network.  

Because the dataset we used was not recent, we did not restrict analysis to any given 

date range within all dates in the data which ranged from April 2007 to the end of July 2012.  

3.4.2 Data Processing 

We conducted our detailed analysis by writing and executing a C++ program to read 

each of the trace files for each subject to record one or more locations for each subject for any 

continuous time in the location of at least one hour in duration. For any two trace records where 

the time interval between any two GPS trace records was longer than 10 minutes we did not 

add that time to the accumulated time in one location, assuming the GPS tracking application 

was either disabled or lost contact with the GPS satellite. We did add intervals longer than 10 

minutes to the total of all trace intervals for a subject as an indicator of the total time span 

during a day from the first trace to the last. Assuming a MANet may rely on devices being able 

to respond to messages within a short time, we chose 10 minutes, but this value could be 

smaller or larger depending on the needs of the MANet operator. The 10-minute requirement 

also increased the confidence value of the calculated trust value. 
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The C++ program converted latitude and longitude input values in the GPS trace files 

to x,y tile coordinates using the OpenStreetMaps.org [42] conversion algorithm pseudocode 

shown in Figure 3-3 which uses a spherical pseudo-Mercator projection providing non-

overlapping relatively square locations approximately 469 meters on each side at the latitude 

of Beijing, China.  

 numTiles = 2 ^ 16 //zoom level 16 

 xTile = numTiles * ((Lon + 180) / 360) 

         lat_rad = deg2rad(Lat) 

         yTile = (numTiles * (1 - (log(tan(lat_rad) + 1/cos(lat_rad)) / PI)) / 2) 

Figure 3-3 Conversion Formula from GPS Coordinates to Tile Coordinates 

Initially, we did not convert the GPS coordinates to x,y tile coordinates but instead used 

a circular shape with a radius of 500 meters to group the locations. We realized using the center 

of a circle of a specified radius would result in overlapping circles for some locations which 

was less desirable than non-overlapping relatively square tile locations. The tiles become 

smaller at more northern latitudes due to the curvature of Earth, but the spherical pseudo-

Mercator projection does not adjust for this factor. Because most of our data points were near 

Beijing, China or at a similar latitude, we used the tile size of 469 meters on each side as a 

constant size. The Open Street Maps documentation does not provide standard measurements 

for on the ground distances between tiles at various zoom levels. To estimate this distance, we 

used the GeoFabrick Tile Calculator web resource [43] and a Windows application called 

GPSprune [44]. Future versions of our C++ program could adjust for latitudes to calculate the 

appropriate tile size. 

Figure 3-4 shows the web page from the GeoFabrick Tile Calculator [43] for tile 

(53945,24810,16). The value 16 is the zoom level. The northeast corner of the tile (indicated 

by the solid black arrow in the image) is the point represented by the longitude and latitude 

coordinate pair (116.32874, 40.00238), shown in the lower right corner of the image. To get a 

close approximation of the length of a side of a tile at zoom level 16 we found the longitude 

and latitude coordinates (116.32323, 40.00238), for the northwest corner of the neighboring 

tile to the West (53944, 24810, 16) and used the online distance calculator from the US Federal 

Communications Commission website [45] to calculate the distance between the two points, 

which is shown in Figure 3-5. 
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To verify the consistency of the scale of the OpenStreetMap tiles we used the GPSprune 

Windows application program [44] which allowed us to display the same location as the web 

page map but also had a scale displayed on the map and a built-in distance calculator. The 

estimated distances between the same two pairs of GPS coordinates resulting from using 

GPSprune [44] and the FCC Online distance calculator [45] in were consistent at 469 meters 

as shown in Figure 3-6. 

 
Figure 3-4 Webpage [43] Showing Tiles (53945, 24810, 16) and (53944, 24810, 16) 
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Figure 3-5 U.S. FCC Online Distance Calculator [45] 

 
Figure 3-6 GPSprune [44] Map Showing Distance Between Two Test Points (one side of a tile) 

After choosing the zoom level of 16, resulting in square tiles with a side of about 469 

meters, we decided to require at least one continuous hour in the same location to mark that 

location as a trust qualifying location. Multiple occurrences over any number of days of at least 

one hour in each location were accumulated for total time in each location. Repeatable time in 

each qualifying location, as defined by a tile, was used as a key factor in determining the 

attributes of capability, commitment, and consistency for establishing trust. 
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3.4.3 Output File Record Formats 

Table 3.3 shows the data format for detail records we calculated for each subject. We 

initially tracked the hour of the day and the day of the week when nodes were at a location but 

decided to discard that information to simplify the results. In addition to the detail records, we 

also created a header record to store the run-time parameters of zoom level (16), required time 

in location (3600 seconds), and program name (mach2ktile.exe). We compared summary data 

for each subject to establish averages and standard deviations from the average.  

Table 3.3 Qualifying location record detail for each subject 

Location 

Attribute 

Description 

xTile X tile coordinate (Open Street Maps zoom level 16) for qualifying location (> 1 hour) 

yTile Y tile coordinate (Open Street Maps zoom level 16) for qualifying location (> 1 hour) 

Hour Beginning hour of the day (not used currently) 

DOW Day of the week (not used currently) 

Freq Number of times > 1 hour in location 

Hours Duration Total number of hours in location 

Trace Count Number of trace records for location (for determining confidence in the MACH-T value) 

First Date First/oldest date in location 

Last Date Last/most recent date in location 

 

Table 3.4 shows the summary data calculated for each subject stored in a header record 

of the subject’s qualifying locations file containing the detailed location data shown in Table 

3.3. We used the summary header data to calculate the population averages and standard 

deviations for the coefficient values in the MACH-T trust algorithm formulas described in 

Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8. Summary data values used to calculate the coefficients are 

preceded by (C) and data values preceded by (T) contribute to the MACH-T calculation. 

Values preceded by (F) are used in the Confidence Formula. 
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Table 3.4 List of Summary Behavioral Attributes for Each Mobile Node Used in MACH-T 

Attribute Description 

First-Last Date (F) First to last date for all GPS trace records (date range) 

Total Days (TD)  (C) (F) Total days in all GPS trace records 

Total Hours (TH) (C) (F) Total hours in all GPS trace records 

Total Locations (TL) (C) Total locations in GPS trace records (not unique locations, count incremented 

each time a location changed) (one location is one tile given by the x,y coordinate 

at the northwest corner) 

Qualified Locations (QL) (C) Qualifying locations (> one hour) for all GPS trace records 

Tot qualified hours (QH) (C) Total qualified hours (sum of hours in all qualified locations) 

Total qualified days (QD) (C) Total number of days with qualifying locations 

QH / TH % Percentage qualifying hours to total hours 

Min xTile Minimum X tile coordinate (at zoom level 16) 

Min yTile Minimum Y tile coordinate (at zoom level 16) 

Max xTile Maximum X tile coordinate (at zoom level 16) 

Max yTile Maximum Y tile coordinate (at zoom level 16) 

#1 loc% Percentage of qualifying hours in most visited location 

#2 loc%  Percentage of qualifying hours in second most visited location 

#3 loc%  Percentage of qualifying hours in third most visited location 

#4 loc% Percentage of qualifying hours in fourth most visited location 

#5 loc% Percentage of qualifying hours in fifth most visited location 

#6 loc%  Percentage of qualifying hours in sixth most visited location 

Subject Subject number (000-181) 

QH / QD (T) Ratio of qualified hours to total qualified days (“Capability”) 

QL / QD  (T) Ratio of qualified locations to total qualified days (“Capability”) 

QD / TD  (T) Ratio of qualified days to total days (“Commitment”) 

QL km2 Area in km2 of qualified locations (QL*.469*.469 km2) 

QL perimeter km2 Area in km2 using per of all qualified locations 

((Max xTile - Min xTile +1)*.469)* ((Max yTile - Min yTile +1)*.469) 

QL km2 / QL perim. km2  (T) Ratio of qualified locations area to perimeter area (“Consistency”) 

QL / TL (T) Ratio of qualified locations to total locations (“Consistency”) 

QH / TH (T) Ratio of qualified hours to total hours (“Commitment”) 

MACH-TU Trust Value Calculated trust value before applying confidence adjustment 

MACH-TA Trust Value Calculated trust value after applying confidence adjustment 

Total Trace Records (F) Total number of GPS trace records for all trace files for a subject 

Max Interval Longest number of seconds between two trace records (if longer than 10 minutes, 

interval was not counted for qualifying purposes) 

Max Interval HHMMSS End time of longest trace record interval 

Min Interval Shortest number of seconds between two trace records (records with the same 

time stamp were discarded) 

Cumm Trace Secs Cumulative interval in seconds between trace records 

Traces/Day Average number of traces per day for a subject 

Avg Interval Average trace interval (Cumulative Trace Secs/Trace Count) 

Tot Qual Trace Count Total trace record count for all qualifying locations 
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3.4.4 Trust Formulas 

The formula in Figure 3-7 has six weighting factors, equally weighted at 16.66% in 

our experiment, to calculate one trust rating for each subject. A MANet operator might adjust 

these weights for each factor depending on the needs of a planned ad hoc network. The general 

formula indicates a vector of weights, W1 to W6. 

As a prequalification for applying the formula, the subject had to pass three tests, or we 

assigned zero as the trust value. See Table 3.4 for descriptions of the terms QH, QD, QL, TD, 

QL km2, QL perimeter km2, TL, and TH. 

QD > 1 (at least one qualified day—days with at least one qualified location, 

“Capability” metric) 

QL >1 (at least two qualified locations—locations with at least one visit > one hour, 

“Consistency” metric) 

QL perimeter km2 < 1000km2 (area encompassing all qualified locations must be less 

than or equal to 1000 km2, “Consistency” metric). 

The MACH-TU unadjusted trust formation formula, shown in Figure 3-7, has three 

additional terms where values in the denominator could potentially be zero: TD (total days), 

TL (total locations), and TH (total hours). We do not check for zero values in these terms 

before applying the formula because the QD and QL values would be zero and result in a trust 

value of zero without applying the formula. 

 

 

MACH-TU = [𝑊1 ∗

𝑸𝑯

𝑸𝑫

(
𝑸𝑯

𝑸𝑫
)+1

] + [. 𝑊2 ∗

𝑸𝑳

𝑸𝑫

(
𝑸𝑳

𝑸𝑫
)+1𝜎

] + [𝑊3 ∗
𝑸𝑫

𝑻𝑫

(
𝑸𝑫

𝑻𝑫
)+1𝜎

]   +  

 

 

[𝑊4 ∗

𝑸𝑳 𝑘𝑚2

𝑸𝑳 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑚2

(
𝑸𝑳 𝑘𝑚2

𝑸𝑳 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟  𝑘𝑚2)+1𝜎

]  + [𝑊5 ∗
𝑸𝑳

𝑻𝑳

(
𝑸𝑳

𝑻𝑳
)+1𝜎

] + [𝑊6 ∗
𝑸𝑯

𝑻𝑯

(
𝑸𝑯

𝑻𝑯
)+1𝜎

 ]   

 

Figure 3-7 MACH-TU Trust Algorithm Formula 

Additionally, we adjusted the final trust (MACH-TA) to account for the confidence 

level from the trace data using the formula in Figure 3-8. The higher the density and volume 

of data, the higher the confidence value, with a maximum value of 1.0. Density evaluation uses 
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the first two factors: Density of trace records per hour and the hours per day. Volume 

evaluation uses the third factor: the number of days of data as a percentage of the desired 

number of days of data, with a maximum value of 1.0. When simplified the formula is shown 

in Figure 3-9.  

MACH-TA = MACH-TU ∗
Total Trace Records

TH

Desired Trace Records per hour 
∗

TH

24 ∗Days in Date Range
∗

TD

Desired Number of Days  
 

Figure 3-8 Formula for Confidence-Adjusted Trust Algorithm Value MACH-T(A) 
(Confidence determined by the volume and density of data available for trust evaluation) 

 

Simplifying the formula in Figure 3-8 results in the formula in Figure 3-9. The value 

cannot exceed 100% or 1.0. 

MACH-TA = MACH-TU ∗  
Total Trace Records ∗ TD

Desired Trace Records per day ∗ Days in Date Range ∗ Desired Number of Days  
 

Figure 3-9 Simplified Formula for Confidence-Adjusted Trust Algorithm Value MACH-TA 

Table 3.5 describes numerators for each term in the unadjusted trust formula. The 

denominators for each term are the average plus one standard deviation of the same ratio in the 

numerator. If the node’s numerator value is > the average + 1 of all nodes in the population, 

this factor will increase the MACH-TU value more than if the value is less than the average + 

1. 

Table 3.6 describes the terms in the Confidence formula. 
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Table 3.5 MACH-T Formula Term Descriptions 

MACH-TU Formula Term Description 

[𝑊1 ∗

𝑸𝑯
𝑸𝑫

(
𝑸𝑯
𝑸𝑫

) + 1

] 

The ratio of qualified hours (number of hours > one 

hour in the same location) to qualified days (number 

of days with at least one qualified location) is an 

indication of a node’s capability to be present. If a 

node has no qualifying days, the trust value is zero 

and the formula is not used. 

[𝑊2 ∗

𝑸𝑳
𝑸𝑫

(
𝑸𝑳
𝑸𝑫

) + 1𝜎

] 

The ratio of qualified locations (number of locations 

with > one hour in the same location) to qualified days 

is an indication of a node’s capability to be present. If 

a node has <  2 qualifying locations, the trust value is 

zero and the formula is not used. 

 [𝑊3 ∗

𝑸𝑫
𝑻𝑫

(
𝑸𝑫
𝑻𝑫

) + 1𝜎

] 
The ratio of qualified days to total days (number of 

GPS trace days) is an indication of a node’s 

commitment to action over time. If TD is zero, the 

node has no GPS trace data and the formula is not 

used.   

 [𝑊4 ∗

𝑸𝑳 𝑘𝑚2

𝑸𝑳 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑚2

(
𝑸𝑳 𝑘𝑚2

𝑸𝑳 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟  𝑘𝑚2) + 1𝜎

] 

The ratio of qualified location area in km2 to the 

perimeter are in km2 is an indication of a node’s 

consistency in behavior. Visiting just a small number 

of total locations indicates high suitability for a 

MANet since a node’s presence is highly predictable 

within a given location. 

[𝑊5 ∗

𝑸𝑳
𝑻𝑳

(
𝑸𝑳
𝑻𝑳

) + 1𝜎

] 
The ratio of qualified locations to total locations is an 

indication of a node’s consistency in behavior. If a 

node’s qualifying locations are a large percentage of 

all the node’s locations, it is an indication of a node’s 

consistency in behavior and high suitability for a 

MANet since a node’s availability is highly 

predictable. 

[𝑊6 ∗

𝑸𝑯
𝑻𝑯

(
𝑸𝑯
𝑻𝑯

) + 1𝜎

 ] 
The ratio of qualified hours to total hours is an 

indication of a node’s commitment to be available for 

MANet operation.  
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Table 3.6 MACH-T Confidence Formula Term Descriptions 

Confidence Formula Term Description 
Total TraceRecords

TH
Desired Traces Records per hour 

 

   Trace record density per hour. This term determines the 

ability of a node to communicate at a desired rate when the 

node is communicating. It does not reflect a node’s ability to 

be available on any given day. 

   Maximum confidence in the MACH-T value would be for 

subjects with trace records at a desired rate such as every 5 

seconds (12 per minute or 720 per hour) for all days and hours 

within the start and end date range for which they had trace 

records. This term could alternatively be constrained to the 

average traces per qualified hour. More traces during the time 

a subject is in a location for at least one hour indicates less 

opportunity to stop the trace application, leave the area, and 

return later to restart and record another trace record. 

   Depending on the desired confidence level, a MANet 

operator may choose a maximum trace interval between 

individual trace records before assuming a trace segment has 

ended. In our experiment we chose to restart the time and 

trace counter if a trace interval was longer than 600 seconds or 

10 minutes. Because our zoom level defined areas of 

approximately 469 meters on a side, during ten minutes it 

would be possible for a subject to leave the area and return at 

a later time to record another trace which could be interpreted 

as being in the same place, but the subject would need to stay 

very close to the area to accomplish such a feat and would 

require much effort to do so. 
TH

24 ∗ Days in Date Range
 

   Trace record density per day. The total possible hours 

during the days when traces were recorded represents the 

maximum possible trace data for a given trace day. Traces 

representing a high percentage of all possible hours during 

days when traces were recorded will have a higher confidence 

and indicate a node’s ability to be present within a 24-hour 

period. 

   Periods when a subject was not using the GPS trace 

application increases the potential for malicious behavior.  
TD

Desired Number of Days  
 

   Trace record volume for date range. The total days (TD) 

in the trace data as a percentage of the desired days reflects a 

node’s ability to be present within a date range but does not 

reflect frequency of communication during an average day. 

The denominator in this factor is 30 days for this experiment. 

This term in the Confidence formula is limited to a value of 

1.0 if TD exceeds the Desired Number of Days. 
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3.5 Analysis and Results 

3.5.1 Analysis of Geolife GPS Traces 

Although each subject created GPS trace data on their own schedule and at days and 

times of their own choosing, our results nevertheless confirmed observable and repeatable 

behavioral norms for most of the subjects for visits of at least one hour to the same geographic 

location visited by the subject over time. Of the 21 trusted subjects (subjects with MACH-T 

values greater than zero) in our sample of 182 total subjects, each spent an average of 99% of 

their qualifying time (at least one hour in a location) in only six locations compared to only 

46.7% of qualifying time for untrusted subjects. Trusted subjects also spent over 7.5% of their 

trace hours in one or more qualifying places for at least one hour compared to 3.5% for 

untrusted subjects.  

The following seven tables show results of analyses of the Geolife GPS trace files for 

182 subjects. Table 3.7 lists the totals, averages, minimums, maximums, standard deviations, 

and modes for the summary data for all 182 subjects. We discovered some of the subjects (82, 

84, 140, 142, 153, and 163) recorded traces in Seattle, Washington at the Microsoft Corporate 

campus, and we decided to analyze the data along with the data traces from Beijing, China. 

These subjects also recorded locations in Beijing, China, and all were assigned zero MACH-T 

values due to their QL perimeter km2 values larger than 1000 km2 which we chose as an 

arbitrary bound. Table 3.8 shows the coefficient values calculated for using in the MACH-T 

trust formula. The trust coefficients shown in Table 3.8 were calculated using the values from 

Table 3.7.  

Table 3.7 Observed Population Statistics for Geolife Subjects 

 

 

Statistic 

Total 

Days 

(TD) 

Total 

Hours 

(TH) 

Total 

Locations 

(TL) 

Qualified 

Locations 

(QL) 

Total 

Qualified 

Hours (QH) 

Total 

Qualified 

Days (QD) 

Total 18670 41937.2 915622 447 1568.3 686 

Average 102.6 230.4 5030.9 2.5 8.6 3.8 

Minimum 1 0.1 3 0 0 0 

Maximum 2153 3686.9 126342 22 92.89 36 

Standard Deviation 

() 249.4 450.0 12825.6 3.9 16.1 6.3 

Mode 8 68.3 386 0 0 0 
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Table 3.8 Calculated Trust Formula Coefficients from Geolife Subject Statistics 

 

Calculated Trust  

Formula Coefficients QH/ 

QD 

QL 

/QD 

QD 

/TD 

QL km2 / 

QL 

perimeter 

km2 

QL/ 

TL 

QH/ 

TH 

Averages: 𝑸𝑯/𝑸𝑫, 𝑸𝑳/𝑸𝑫, 𝑸𝑫/𝑻𝑫, 𝑸𝑳/𝑻𝑳, 𝑸𝑯/𝑻𝑯 

 

and (
𝑸𝑳 𝑘𝑚2

𝑸𝑳 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟  𝑘𝑚2
) 

 1.17 0.45 0.06 0.16 0.001 0.039 

Averages + 1 2.49 .93 0.17 0.51 0.003 0.102 

 

Table 3.9 shows the MACH-T(A) values for each of the 21 trusted subjects that are 

greater than zero. The table lists the six formula factors for each subject in descending MACH-

T(A) value order. The coefficients representing the “Average + 1” values in two cases 

resulted in trust values slightly greater than 1.0.     

Table 3.9 Trusted Subjects in Descending MACH-T Order 

Subj. 

QH/ 

QD 

QL/ 

QD 

QD/ 

TD 

QL km2 / 

QL 

perimeter 

km2 

QL/ 

TL 

QH/ 

TH 

 

MACH-TU 

CONFI- 

DENCE 

 

MACH-TA 

35 3.259 0.350 0.270 0.025 0.004 0.208 1.108 0.195 0.216 

104 1.494 1.000 0.070 0.011 0.003 0.025 0.552 0.286 0.158 

7 1.744 0.750 0.074 0.004 0.001 0.022 0.414 0.375 0.155 

23 3.444 0.333 0.353 0.200 0.001 0.220 1.113 0.099 0.111 

119 1.762 0.500 0.178 0.006 0.002 0.054 0.590 0.186 0.110 

1 3.610 0.750 0.056 0.016 0.002 0.069 0.665 0.163 0.108 

16 2.158 0.833 0.118 0.003 0.003 0.078 0.694 0.105 0.073 

92 2.356 0.571 0.045 0.004 0.002 0.049 0.481 0.152 0.073 

40 2.276 0.800 0.185 0.082 0.002 0.082 0.688 0.055 0.038 

8 1.224 1.000 0.088 0.045 0.002 0.028 0.504 0.067 0.034 

23 1.938 0.107 0.072 0.014 0.000 0.049 0.310 0.104 0.032 

96 3.638 0.214 0.125 0.083 0.001 0.187 0.811 0.034 0.027 

50 2.815 0.571 0.137 0.004 0.001 0.078 0.600 0.040 0.024 

179 2.472 0.500 0.085 0.027 0.001 0.072 0.521 0.040 0.021 

125 1.745 0.833 0.105 0.037 0.001 0.057 0.520 0.040 0.021 

85 3.381 0.368 0.044 0.005 0.000 0.072 0.483 0.038 0.018 

155 1.624 1.000 0.071 0.004 0.003 0.063 0.602 0.027 0.016 

34 1.215 1.000 0.030 0.002 0.001 0.026 0.389 0.042 0.016 

44 1.220 0.750 0.056 0.006 0.001 0.037 0.407 0.031 0.013 

78 1.224 0.800 0.050 0.004 0.002 0.062 0.474 0.016 0.008 

82 1.785 0.833 0.063 0.009 0.001 0.047 0.455 0.007 0.003 
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Table 3.10 Sample of Untrusted Subjects in Descending QL Perimeter km2 Order, TRUST=0 

Sub. 

QH/ 

QD 

QL/ 

QD 

QD/ 

TD 

QL 

perimeter 

km2 

QL km2 / 

QL 

.perimeter 

km2 
QL/ 

TL 

QH/ 

TH 

 

MACH-TU  CONFIDENCE 

142 1.846 0.875 0.051 92237500 0.000 0.001 0.037 0.000 0.010 

128 2.038 0.647 0.008 18900400 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.000 0.041 

140 0.957 0.800 0.013 18691400 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.013 

144 3.309 0.842 0.031 6062560 0.000 0.000 0.060 0.000 0.073 

153 1.309 0.842 0.009 2680660 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.057 

115 1.421 0.667 0.016 1846810 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.000 0.014 

163 1.397 1.000 0.016 1763110 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.011 

25 1.528 0.667 0.008 1391510 0.000 0.000 0.013 0.000 0.061 

42 1.615 1.000 0.033 874739 0.000 0.001 0.021 0.000 0.042 

22 3.650 0.545 0.151 603470 0.000 0.001 0.100 0.000 0.136 

 

Table 3.10 lists the six formula factors for 10 sample untrusted subjects and their 

calculated unadjusted trust value, ordered by descending QL perimeter km2. This table also 

lists the TD, QD, and QL values since these values disqualified many of the subjects from 

being trusted. The data show many subjects with zero trust with > 1000 QL perimeter km2 

area, or less than two qualifying locations (QL), or less than 1 qualified day of GPS trace data 

(QD). Other subjects with zero trust had < 30 total days (TD) of GPS traces. Confidence factors 

for untrusted subjects were on average higher than the confidence for trusted subjects.  

Table 3.11 shows some data (TH, TL, and QH) used in intermediate calculations in 

ascending subject order for a sample of 10 subjects.  

Although tile coordinates (Min x Tile, Min y Tile, Max x Tile and Max Y Tile) were 

not used as trust criteria in this experiment, we did analyze the data looking for most frequently 

visited locations and show results in Table 3.12. Future MANet operators looking for nodes 

in a specific location could select trusted nodes based first on their trust and then on their 

consistent and long-term presence in desired locations or willingness to be present if requested. 
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Table 3.11 Summary Subject Data in Ascending Subject Order 

Subj First - Last Date TH TL QH 

Min 

x 

Tile 

Min 

y 

Tile 

Max 

x 

Tile 

Max 

y 

Tile 

000 20081023025304 - 20090705025307 840.4 6322 18.9 53928 24791 54894 26803 

001 20081023055305 - 20081214235553 208.7 1463 14.4 53940 24792 53947 24815 

002 20081023124523 - 20090322035816 614.4 5699 27.2 52933 24828 53946 25413 

003 20081023175854 - 20090705025307 1850.1 

2218

6 92.8 53928 24791 54894 26803 

004 20081023175852 - 20090729060736 2020.2 

1715

0 32.3 53925 24802 54901 26779 

005 20081024041230 - 20090319043602 252.7 1772 21.3 53439 24807 53950 28628 

006 20081023065939 - 20081211043153 109.2 2469 0.0 --- --- --- --- 

007 20081025142200 - 20081215095900 320.4 3124 7.0 53903 24789 53919 24832 

008 20081024114834 - 20081212042153 129.3 1826 3.7 53939 24816 53949 24821 

009 20081024101535 - 20081214045729 303.3 1190 21.6 53944 24809 53947 24811 
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Table 3.12 Most Frequently Visited Locations by Trusted Subjects in Descending QD/TD Order 

Subj, 

 

Min  

xTile 

Min  

yTile 

Max  

xTile 

Max  

yTile 

QH/ 

QD 

QL/ 

QD 

QD/ 

TD 

MACH-

TU 

CONFI- 

DENCE 

 

MACH-

TA 

023 52487 28499 52491 28502 3.444 0.333 0.353 1.113 0.099 0.111 

035 53939 24803 53950 24825 3.259 0.350 0.270 1.108 0.195 0.216 

040 53945 24816 53951 24822 2.276 0.800 0.185 0.688 0.034 0.027 

119 53957 24796 53974 24834 1.762 0.500 0.178 0.590 0.105 0.073 

050 53916 24811 53952 24839 2.815 0.571 0.137 0.600 0.055 0.038 

096 53943 24808 53944 24825 3.638 0.214 0.125 0.811 0.163 0.108 

016 53903 24791 53945 24828 2.158 0.833 0.118 0.694 0.027 0.016 

125 53939 24808 53953 24816 1.745 0.833 0.105 0.520 0.040 0.024 

008 53939 24816 53949 24821 1.224 1.000 0.088 0.504 0.186 0.110 

179 53940 24789 53944 24810 2.472 0.500 0.085 0.521 0.286 0.158 

007 53903 24789 53919 24832 1.744 0.750 0.074 0.414 0.040 0.021 

017 53943 24806 53959 24818 1.938 0.107 0.072 0.310 0.040 0.021 

155 53947 24811 53978 24832 1.624 1.000 0.071 0.602 0.067 0.034 

104 53938 24809 53972 24829 1.494 1.000 0.070 0.552 0.038 0.018 

082 53947 24798 53962 24831 1.785 0.833 0.063 0.455 0.152 0.073 

001 53940 24792 53947 24815 3.610 0.750 0.056 0.665 0.016 0.008 

044 53944 24791 53960 24820 1.220 0.750 0.056 0.407 0.007 0.003 

078 53944 24793 53983 24817 1.224 0.800 0.050 0.474 0.375 0.155 

092 53940 24803 53975 24828 2.356 0.571 0.045 0.481 0.031 0.013 

085 53939 24794 53974 24833 3.381 0.368 0.044 0.483 0.042 0.016 

034 53933 24771 53968 24838 1.215 1.000 0.030 0.389 0.104 0.032 

 

Although specific individual tile coordinate data in Table 3.12 does not contribute to 

the trust ratings of any subjects, we did identify the most frequently visited locations by trusted 

subjects by calculating the MODE of the x,y minimum and maximum tile coordinates and then 

selecting the trusted subjects with qualified locations in this range. The coordinate range is 

from (53939, 24803) to (53944, 24825) which is a perimeter area of 6 * 23 tiles or 138 * 0.469 

km * 0.469 km or 30.4 km2. Fifteen subjects qualified (rows with shading), and five subjects 

visited the locations more than 10% of the days in their trace files (QD/TD values greater than 

0.10 for the shaded rows).  

Finally, one other metric which we considered adding to the trust formula was the 

number of total hours in qualifying locations as a percentage of all qualifying hours in the GPS 

trace history for a trusted subject.  We show this data in Table 3.13 to validate the results of 

the trust algorithm. Trusted subjects spent an average of 99% of their qualifying time (at least 
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one hour in a location) in only six locations and 87% in only three locations compared to only 

47% and 43% respectively of qualifying time for untrusted subjects. Trusted subjects also spent 

over 7.5% of their trace hours in one or more qualifying places for at least one hour compared 

to only 3.5% for untrusted subjects. These results are encouraging because they show the 

potential for concentrated node presence in small numbers of repeatable locations, a 

requirement for forming a reliable MANet for community and disaster response. 

Table 3.13 Percentage of Qualifying Hours in Top Six Most Visited Locations by 21 Trusted Subjects 

Subject 

#1  

loc% 

#2  

loc% 

#3  

loc% 

#4  

loc% 

#5  

loc% 

#6  

loc% 

Total 

loc 

1-6% 

Total  

loc 

1-3% 

 

MACH-TA 

035 57.6 12.1 10.7 9.0 4.6 4.2 98.2 80.4 0.216 

104 17.6 15.4 14.4 13.4 11.0 10.2 81.9 47.3 0.158 

007 67.7 16.5 15.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.155 

023 69.1 13.8 12.2 4.9 0.0 0.0 100.0 95.1 0.111 

119 49.2 28.2 14.2 8.4 0.0 0.0 100.0 91.6 0.110 

001 74.4 14.2 11.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.108 

016 42.0 19.7 16.5 13.2 8.6 0.0 100.0 78.2 0.073 

092 62.3 15.9 14.0 7.8 0.0 0.0 100.0 92.2 0.073 

040 30.9 25.3 22.5 21.4 0.0 0.0 100.0 78.6 0.038 

008 42.2 30.0 27.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.034 

017 49.9 48.3 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.032 

096 90.5 7.5 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.027 

050 73.8 11.3 7.5 7.4 0.0 0.0 100.0 92.6 0.024 

179 37.9 37.1 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.021 

125 31.6 21.8 19.2 16.3 11.1 0.0 100.0 72.5 0.021 

085 39.6 34.1 18.2 2.6 2.1 1.7 98.3 91.9 0.018 

155 48.1 26.0 25.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.016 

034 18.5 18.4 17.1 17.0 14.7 14.4 100.0 53.9 0.016 

044 46.4 29.5 24.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.013 

078 41.5 23.2 18.8 16.5 0.0 0.0 100.0 83.5 0.008 

082 33.7 27.9 16.8 12.2 9.4 0.0 100.0 78.4 0.003 

3.6 Discussion 

3.6.1 Analysis 

Our analysis did not consider any geographic location as more desirable than any other 

location, but builders of mobile ad hoc networks would likely impose an additional capability 

factor for this attribute to find mobile devices in specific locations. Selection of a desired 

geographic location could be one of the dynamic weighted sum variables used at run time to 

calculate trust. 
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We also removed the hour of the day and the day of the week values from our results 

in order to simplify the results, but these values would be potential additional terms in the trust 

formula for networks operating only at certain hours of the day or days of the week. The day 

of the month and the month of the year could also be specified and contribute to the trust rating.  

Additionally, we did not restrict the age of GPS trace data to a range of dates in the recent past. 

Some data was collected as far back as 2007 and we considered that data equally with more 

current data from 2012. MANet operators may decide to impose a period for collecting 

behavior data such as for example the most recent past 30. Behavior data in the recent past 

could be weighted more heavily than data in the distant past, but long term consistent desirable 

behavior should be weighted heavily as it supports all fundamental aspects of trust. 

3.6.2 Threat Model and Mitigations 

To address the resiliency of the MACH-T algorithm to potential cyber-attacks, we 

describe each type of cyber-attack as described by Guo, Chen, and Tsai [3] in Table 3.14 and 

describe how MACH-T mitigates such types of attack.  
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Table 3.14 Cyber Attack Types and MACH-T Mitigation 

Attack Type Description Mitigation 

Self-

Promotion 

and Ballot 

Stuffing 

A malicious node increases its own 

trust level, or one or more nodes 

unjustifiably increase the trust of 

another node 

MACH-T is not susceptible to ballot stuffing 

because it does not use recommenders. MACH-T 

instead uses empirical behavior observed by 

independent means rather than by 

recommendations of other nodes in the network. 

Self-promotion while following expected location 

permanence patterns would require the nodes to 

be at repeatable locations, forcing an attacker to 

fully follow the expected location behaviors.   

Bad 

Mouthing 

A malicious node reduces the trust of 

another node 

MACH-T is not susceptible to this attack because 

it uses a centralized authority independent of 

recommenders to establish trust. Mobile nodes 

must independently demonstrate their behavior 

over time to the central authority to build trust. 

On-off Attack A malicious actor turns on and off 

the trace recording application with 

the purpose of masking unexpected 

behaviors or visited locations. 

The confidence value is a measure of the density 

and length of the received data traces used for the 

trust value. If a malicious actor were to 

selectively disable the trace recording application 

at times when it was in or traveling to unexpected 

locations the confidence value would decrease 

because the density and volume of traces over 

time would decrease. 

Opportunistic 

Service 

Attack 

A malicious node provides good 

service to gain trust opportunistically 

especially when it senses its 

reputation is dropping. With a good 

reputation/high trust, it can 

effectively collude with other bad 

nodes to perform bad-mouthing and 

ballot-stuffing attacks. 

This attack would fall within the previous 

category of On-Off Attacks. MACH-T is not 

vulnerable to bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing 

attacks because it does not use peer-based 

reputation but instead uses individual location 

patterns. Because trust parameters are subject and 

can be dynamic, a malicious node would need 

inside knowledge of the parameters at any given 

time.  

Spoofing/ 

GPS 

Spoofing 

A mobile device could potentially 

physically attach itself to another 

unsuspecting mobile node or to a 

person or vehicle on which the 

already trusted device is mounted in 

order to gain trust and be admitted to 

the MANet. 

This attack would be detectible by a trusted node 

detecting an unknown device in the proximity of 

the trusted node that remains proximate 

continuously.  This would be an unusual 

occurrence and the tag along or piggy backing 

node could be physically removed and possibly 

destroyed. This type of attack would be expensive 

and not scalable. GPS spoofing would also be 

very expensive and would have national security 

consequences. 

3.6.3 Threats to Validity 

The analysis in this article stems from one dataset. We calculated average and standard 

deviation values to use during our trust formation formula design. However, some of these 
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values are not known to be common to other datasets. Future work is needed to determine if 

behaviors of human operated mobile devices can be predicted based on constant ratios across 

multiple datasets, although we did design the MACH-T formula with the intent of 

parametrizing it further. Ensuring behavioral data sources are trustworthy is an additional 

factor to consider as we evaluate additional datasets if such are available. 

3.7 Conclusions 

Experimental results show GPS traces provide sufficient data to automatically and 

incrementally calculate mobile device trust based on a device’s most frequently visited 

locations. In our experiment, and for the subjects we deemed to be trustworthy, over 99% of 

trusted devices spent all of their stays of one hour or more in only six locations which for the 

average subject in the dataset had GPS traces spanning 6.2 months (standard deviation of 1 

year, 2.4 months). 

Future work could involve date ranges from the more recent past, or additional 

prorations to assign higher trust formation values to more recent date ranges.  

Before ad hoc networks can become secure and resilient, trust will need to be 

measurable and dynamic. Historical and geographical behavior analysis appears to be a 

promising avenue for providing the basis for trust formation in mobile ad hoc network devices. 

3.7.1 Supplementary Materials 

The source code and results of our analysis are available online at 

https://github.com/CenterForSecureAndDependableSystems/MACH2K.  
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Chapter 4:  

MACH-T: Behavior-based Trust of Personal Mobile Devices  

with Varied Behavior Expectation Parameters 

4.0 Chapter Introduction 

The two experiments described in this chapter are also based on the Geolife dataset. 

The first experiment in Chapter 3 required a node to stay in one location for one hour (3600 

seconds). These two experiments compare stay requirements of 20 minutes (1200 seconds) and 

60 minutes (3600 seconds).  

Several changes in the C++ program parameters changed the results from the first 

experiment: 

1) Removed the requirement for a node to stay within a 1000km2 area. 

2) Reduced the requirement for three qualifying locations to one qualifying location. 

3) Stopped processing a trace file for one day when more than 10 minutes elapsed 

between trace records. The first experiment continued to process the trace file but 

didn’t add the duration of time in the location. This change resulted in many 

fewer total locations for each subject and the total population in the second 

experiment. 

4) Removed the requirement for 30 days of trace data, and instead made the desired 

number of days in the confidence formula equal to the days in the date range for 

all trace records. 

This second experiment using the 60 minute time requirement resulted in 49 trusted 

subjects instead of 21 as in the first experiment.  

This chapter provides the same contributions as Chapter 3 supporting Hypothesis 1: 

Contribution 1: Create a novel method for measuring trust based on  location 

behavior.  

Contribution 2: Design, implement, and test an algorithm (MACH-T) and 

corresponding software implementation for measuring trust. 
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This chapter also provides the personal mobile device experiment description and 

results:  

Contribution 3: Design and perform two experiments for evaluating the MACH-T 

approach and algorithm for the case of personal and taxi-mounted mobile device GPS 

traces. 

Hypothesis 1: Location behaviors in personal mobile devices can be quantified, 

measured, and used to assign trust. The results of this experiment indicate the hypothesis is 

true. 

4.1 Analysis and Results 

4.5.1 Analysis of Geolife GPS Traces 

For this experiment, the software no longer used the 1000 km2 boundary or 30 days of 

data requirement (only one day was required), and the subjects (82, 84, 140, 142, 153, and 163) 

with traces in Seattle, Washington Microsoft Corporate campus had very low or zero MACH-

T(A) trust scores.  These restrictions were removed to demonstrate the subjective nature of 

trust.  Also, because the volume of data in the Geolife dataset was much larger than the Roma 

Taxi dataset, removing the 30 day requirement for the second two Geolife experiments 

provided a similar set of parameters for comparing the results of the analysis of the two 

datasets. 

Table 4.1 shows the number of trusted subjects (out of a total of 182 subjects) for each 

set of parameters with information about time spent in qualifying locations (visits of at least 

20 or 60 minutes). Trusted subjects are defined as having a MACH-T(A) value greater than 

zero. The first Geolife experiment resulted in fewer trusted subjects, 21, because of the 

boundary and number of days required. 
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Table 4.1 Distribution of Total Qualifying Time Over Qualified Locations for Trusted Geolife Subjects  

Number of  

Locations  

20 Minute Minimum Stay 

(129 trusted subjects) 

60 Minute Minimum Stay 

(49 trusted subjects) 

1 54.7% 80.9% 

  2 72.8% 96.2% 

3 80.7% 99.2% 

4 85.7% 99.8% 

5 89.4% 100% 

6 91.9% 100% 

 

Although more subjects achieved MACH-T(A) trust scores above zero with the shorter 

time in place, more locations qualified. The 20 minute minimum stay analysis showed 90.4% 

of qualified time spent in the first six qualified locations compared with 100% of the 60 minute 

stay analysis achieved in the first five qualified locations. The implication for a MANet 

operator is that shorter minimum stay time requirements yield more potential qualified 

locations but longer minimum stay time requirements provide more certainty for placing a 

node at a location.  

All of the untrusted subjects (MACH-T(U) values equal to zero) in both experiments 

had no qualifying locations. 

The following ten tables show results of analyses of the Geolife GPS trace files for 182 

subjects. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 list the totals, averages, minimums, maximums, standard 

deviations, and modes for the summary data for all 182 subjects. The first three columns of the 

two tables contain dataset data that does not change based on the two different minimum stay 

requirements. 
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Table 4.2 Observed Population Statistics for Geolife Subjects (20 minute minimum stay) 

 

 

Statistic 

Total 

Days 

(TD) 

Total 

Hours 

(TH) 

Total 

Locations 

(TL) 

Qualified 

Locations 

(QL) 

Total 

Qualified 

Hours (QH) 

Total 

Qualified 

Days (QD) 

Total 10634 9288 485154 836 706.3 908 

Average 58.4 51.0 2665.7 4.6 3.9 5.0 

Minimum 1 0.03 1 0 0 0 

Maximum 1245 1286.5 99104 69 51.1 65 

Standard Deviation 

() 129.1 125.7 8765.3 8.3 6.8 8.9 

Mode 6 7.7 58 0 0 0 

 

Table 4.3 Observed Population Statistics for Geolife Subjects (60 minute minimum stay) 

 

 

Statistic 

Total 

Days 

(TD)* 

Total 

Hours 

(TH)* 

Total 

Locations 

(TL)* 

Qualified 

Locations 

(QL) 

Total 

Qualified 

Hours (QH) 

Total 

Qualified 

Days (QD) 

Total 10634 9288 485154 82 164.9 94.0 

Average 58.4 51.0 2665.7 .5 .91 .52 

Minimum 1 0.03 1 0 0 0 

Maximum 1245 1286.5 99104 5 14.65 8 

Standard Deviation 

() 129.1 125.7 8765.3 .87 2.1 1.1 

Mode 6 7.7 58 0 0 0 

*Same values as the 20 minute minimum stay analysis 

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the coefficient population average values calculated for using 

in the MACH-T trust formula denominators. The trust coefficients are based on the values 

from Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 

Table 4.4 Calculated Trust Formula Coefficients from Geolife Subject Statistics (20 minute minimum stay) 

 

Calculated Trust  

Formula Coefficients QH/ 

QD 

QL 

/QD 

QD 

/TD 

QL Km2 / 

QL 

perimeter 

km2 

QL/ 

TL 

QH/ 

TH 

Averages: 𝑸𝑯/𝑸𝑫, 𝑸𝑳/𝑸𝑫, 𝑸𝑫/𝑻𝑫, 𝑸𝑳/𝑻𝑳, 𝑸𝑯/𝑻𝑯 

 

and (
𝑸𝑳 𝑘𝑚2

𝑸𝑳 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟  𝑘𝑚2
) 

 .554 .767 .116 .239 0.006 0.096 

Averages + 1 1.095 1.453 0.28 0.646 0.024 0.207 

 

Table 4.5 Calculated Trust Formula Coefficients from Geolife Subject Statistics (60 minute minimum stay) 
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Calculated Trust  

Formula Coefficients QH/ 

QD 

QL 

/QD 

QD 

/TD 

QL Km2 / 

QL 

perimeter 

km2 

QL/ 

TL 

QH/ 

TH 

Averages: 𝑸𝑯/𝑸𝑫, 𝑸𝑳/𝑸𝑫, 𝑸𝑫/𝑻𝑫, 

𝑸𝑳/𝑻𝑳, 𝑸𝑯/𝑻𝑯 

 

and (
𝑸𝑳 𝑘𝑚2

𝑸𝑳 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟  𝑘𝑚2
) 

 0.460 0.252 0.012 0.163 0.000 0.019 

Averages + 1 1.359 0.675 0.048 0.523 0.001 0.072 

 

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the MACH-T(A) values for the top 10 subjects with MACH-

T(A) values greater than zero. The table lists the six formula factors for each subject in 

descending MACH-T(A) order. Some MACH-T(U) values are slightly greater than 1.0 but all 

MACH-T(A) values are less than 1.0.     

The grey and yellow shaded MACH-T(U) and Confidence values are in the highest ten 

values for each. The highest MACH-T(A) values do not necessarily always correspond with 

the highest MACH-T(U) or Confidence values. Confidence values are the same for subjects 

with MACH-T(U) values greater than zero whether there is a 20 minute or a 60 minute 

minimum stay requirement since Confidence is based on the density of the data, not the data 

values. 

Table 4.6 Top 10 of 129 Subjects with MACH-T(A) > 0 in Descending MACH-T(A) Order  

(20 minute minimum stay) 

 

 

Subject QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km
2
 

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

MACH-T 

(A) 

151 0.9622 2.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0645 0.5795 2.1545 0.0664 0.1430 

160 0.5883 1.0000 0.6667 0.1429 0.0230 0.3584 1.0918 0.1251 0.1366 

143 0.8208 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0256 0.3750 1.5775 0.0713 0.1125 

137 0.4622 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0143 0.2193 1.3178 0.0818 0.1078 

41 0.5893 0.9032 0.2199 0.0008 0.0011 0.0468 0.3759 0.2448 0.0920 

48 1.0892 2.0000 0.3333 0.2500 0.0050 0.2032 0.8703 0.0977 0.0850 

77 0.54194 1.0000 0.5000 1.0000 0.0500 0.2514 1.3075 0.0433 0.0567 

141 2.6519 5.0000 0.0385 0.0735 0.0154 0.1147 1.2547 0.0432 0.0542 

123 1.5267 2.0000 0.2500 0.5000 0.0141 0.2729 1.0718 0.0464 0.0497 

25 0.5978 0.6957 0.2434 0.0000 0.0018 0.0699 0.3897 0.1210 0.0472 
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Table 4.7 Top 10 Geolife Subjects with MACH-T(A) > 0  in Descending MACH-T(A) Order  

(60 minute minimum stay) 

 

Subject 
QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km
2
 

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

MACH-T 

(A) 

123 1.1458 1.0000 0.2500 1.0000 0.0070 0.2048 3.2206 0.0464 0.1493 

41 1.1089 
1.0000 

0.0142 0.1818 0.0001 0.0057 0.5157 0.2448 0.1262 

50 1.4672 1.0000 0.0357 1.0000 0.0004 0.03034 1.0113 0.0714 0.0722 

23 3.5831 0.6667 0.1429 0.3333 0.0007 0.1955 1.7813 0.0358 0.0637 

13 1.3592 1.0000 0.0110 1.0000 0.0004 0.0169 0.8783 0.0645 0.0566 

159 1.2754 0.2500 0.3077 1.0000 0.0039 0.2073 2.7299 0.0206 0.05615 

16 2.3956 1.0000 0.0571 0.0155 0.0024 0.1457 1.4731 0.0361 0.0532 

30 2.5593 
1.0000 

0.0113 1.0000 0.0005 0.0418 1.1006 0.0424 0.0467 

8 1.5494 1.0000 0.0333 1.0000 0.0012 0.0551 1.1949 0.0389 0.0465 

179 1.1167 
1.0000 

0.0222 1.0000 0.0005 0.0196 0.9075 0.0439 0.0399 

 

Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 list the six formula factors for 10 sample subjects with the 

lowest MACH-T(A) values and their calculated unadjusted trust value, ordered by descending 

MACH-T(A) values. The data show many subjects with very low trust with much less than 

one qualified day per total days (QD/TD) of GPS trace data and had correspondingly low 

confidence values as a result. Subject 56, in particular, in Table 4.8 (20 minute minimum stay) 

had a high MACH-T(U) value of 1.1278 but a very low confidence resulting in a very low 

MACH-T(A) value. Subjects 51 and 101 in Table 4.9 (60 minute minimum stay) had two of 

the ten highest MACH-T(U) values but the very low confidence factor resulted in two of the 

ten lowest MACH-T(A) values. 

Table 4.8 Lowest 10 Geolife Subjects with MACH-T(A) > 0  in Descending MACH-T(A) Order  

(20 minute minimum stay) 

 

Subject QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km2 

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

MACH-T 

(A) 

146 0.3939 1.0000 0.1250 1.0000 0.0164 0.1238 0.7263 0.0010 0.0007 

118 0.3494 1.0000 0.2500 1.0000 0.0111 0.1810 0.8029 0.0008 0.0006 

56 1.8122 4.0000 0.0435 0.3333 0.0161 0.1753 1.1278 0.0006 0.0006 

139 0.3611 1.0000 0.0625 1.0000 0.0097 0.0636 0.5893 0.0008 0.0005 

114 0.3547 1.0000 0.0625 1.0000 0.0010 0.0255 0.4972 0.0007 0.0003 

111 0.6225 1.0000 0.0286 1.0000 0.0006 0.0123 0.5049 0.0004 0.0002 

174 0.3746 1.0000 0.0462 0.0200 0.0064 0.0460 0.2924 0.0006 0.0002 

134 0.3696 1.0000 0.0345 0.3333 0.0043 0.0462 0.3512 0.0005 0.0002 

58 0.3702 1.0000 0.1765 0.0026 0.0083 0.0915 0.4148 0.0002 0.0001 

55 0.4876 1.0000 0.1111 1.0000 0.0180 0.1456 0.7614 0.0001 0.0001 
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Table 4.9 Lowest 10 Geolife Subjects with MACH-T(A) > 0  in Descending MACH-T(A) Order  

(60 minute minimum stay) 

 

Subject 

QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km2 

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

MACH-

T 

(A) 

168 1.1364 1.0000 0.0154 1.0000 0.0002 0.0140 0.8191 0.0131 0.0108 

3 1.1565 0.6667 0.0135 0.0000 0.0004 0.0239 0.4739 0.0205 0.0097 

140 1.0975 1.0000 0.0042 1.0000 0.0001 0.0069 0.7431 0.0117 0.0087 

82 1.4258 0.7500 0.0548 0.0055 0.0008 0.0790 0.8754 0.0064 0.0056 

51 3.6636 0.7500 0.0889 0.0000 0.0045 0.4009 2.6217 0.0019 0.0051 

92 1.2861 1.0000 0.0096 1.0000 0.0008 0.0210 0.9320 0.0045 0.0042 

101 3.1211 1.0000 0.0513 1.0000 0.0032 0.1864 2.0943 0.0020 0.0041 

142 1.2536 1.0000 0.0097 1.0000 0.0002 0.0159 0.8250 0.0038 0.0031 

104 1.3435 1.0000 0.0291 0.0045 0.0023 0.0628 1.0449 0.0026 0.0027 

163 1.4746 1.0000 0.0037 0.0000 0.0001 0.0076 0.4717 0.0050 0.0023 

 

Table 4.10 and Table 4.11 show the subjects with the highest Confidence values in 

descending Confidence value order. Five of the subjects for the 20 minute stay have MACH-

T(A) values above zero while only two subjects for the 60 minute minimum stay also have 

MACH-T(A) values above zero due to having MACH-T(U) values equal to zero. Confidence 

can reduce the MACH-T(U) value but not increase it since the Confidence is the ratio of actual 

traces over the maximum possible over all possible days in the trace range of days. None of 

the highest confidence values for either minimum stay requirement corresponded to subjects 

with one of the ten highest MACH-T(U) values. Also, none of the ten lowest Confidence values 

for either of the stay requirements had either MACH-T(U) or MACH-T(A) in the top ten 

highest values. 

Table 4.10  Geolife Subjects with highest Confidence values in Descending Confidence Order  

(20 minute minimum stay) 

 

Subject 

QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km2 

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

MACH-

T 

(A) 

41 0.5893 0.9032 0.2199 0.0008 0.0011 0.0468 0.3759 0.2448 0.0920 

124 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1729 0.0000 

160 0.5883 1.0000 0.6667 0.1429 0.0230 0.3584 1.0918 0.1251 0.1366 

156 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1215 0.0000 

25 0.5978 0.6957 0.2434 0.0000 0.0018 0.0699 0.3897 0.1210 0.0472 

120 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1078 0.0000 

48 1.0892 2.0000 0.3333 0.2500 0.0050 0.2032 0.8703 0.0977 0.0850 

88 0.3861 1.0000 0.1765 0.0083 0.0050 0.0491 0.3612 0.0937 0.0338 

169 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0926 0.0000 

137 0.4622 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0143 0.2193 1.3178 0.0818 0.1078 
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Table 4.11 Geolife Subjects with highest Confidence values in Descending Confidence Order  

(60 minute minimum stay) 

 

Subject QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km2 

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

MACH-T 

(A) 

41 1.1089 1.0000 0.0142 0.1818 0.0001 0.0057 0.5157 0.2448 0.1262 

124 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1729 0.0000 

156 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1215 0.0000 

25 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1210 0.0000 

120 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1078 0.0000 

169 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0926 0.0000 

88 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0882 0.0000 

160 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0834 0.0000 

137 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0818 0.0000 

50 1.4672 1.0000 0.0357 1.0000 0.0004 0.0303 1.0113 0.0714 0.0722 

 

Although tile coordinates (Min x Tile, Min y Tile, Max x Tile and Max Y Tile) were not used 

as trust criteria in these experiments, data analysis included looking for most frequently visited 

locations (mode) and the results are shown in Table 4.12. Future MANet operators looking for 

nodes in a specific location could select trusted nodes based first based on their trust and then 

on their consistent and long-term presence in desired locations or willingness to be present if 

requested. 

Table 4.12 Most Frequently Visited Locations by Subjects with MACH-T(A) Values > 0 

Most Frequently 

Visited 

Locations(Mode) 

20 Minute Minimum Stay 

(129 trusted subjects) 

10 square tile area (2x5 tiles) 

60 Minute Minimum Stay 

(49 trusted subjects) 

18 square tile area (3x6 tiles) 

minXtile 53944 53945 

minYtile 24812 24813 

maxXtile 53945 53947 

maxYtile 24816 24818 

 

4.2 Discussion 

4.2.1 Analysis 

Repeating the Geolife dataset analysis with two different criteria for minimum duration 

of stay in a location demonstrated how changing definitions of trust can change a trust rating. 

It also demonstrated the capability of the MACH-T approach to measure trust on mobile nodes 

based on the fit to expected location behaviors. The 20 minute minimum stay parameter 

provided many more qualifying locations and many more subjects with MACH-T(A) values 
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greater than zero (129 versus 49).  The average number of qualified locations for the 20 minute 

stay was 4.6 versus 0.5 for the 60 minute stay requirement. However, the average MACH-T(A) 

value for the 20 minute stay was 0.0153 (standard deviation 0.0250) and for the 60 minute stay 

was nearly double at 0.0279 (standard deviation 0.0281). Longer minimum stay requirements 

resulted in higher trust values. 

4.3 Conclusions 

Experimental results show GPS traces provide sufficient data to programmatically and 

incrementally calculate mobile device trust based on a device’s visited locations. Because the 

MACH-T(U) formula can be adjusted by changing coefficients or removing some terms 

altogether, MANet operators can determine their desired node behavior and then measure node 

behavior according to the fit of mobile device nodes behavior to the desired or expected 

(baseline) behavior. 

4.3.1 Supplementary Materials 

The source code and results of our analysis are available online at 

https://github.com/CenterForSecureAndDependableSystems/MACH2K.  
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Chapter 5:  

MACH-T: Behavior-based Trust of Taxi-Mounted Mobile Devices 

5.0 Chapter Introduction 

The two experiments documented in this chapter analyze the Roma Taxi dataset. These 

two experiments compare stay requirements of 10 minutes (600 seconds) and 20 minutes (1200 

seconds). Instead of using population average behavior as algorithm coefficients, a set of ideal 

coefficients were used to determine the trust values. 

The program parameters for the two experiments in this chapter were the same as for 

the two Geolife dataset experiments described in Chapter 4. 

This chapter provides the same three contributions as Chapters 3 and 4 but supports 

Hypothesis 2 instead of Hypothesis 1: 

Contribution 1: Create a novel method for measuring trust based on  location 

behavior.  

Contribution 2: Design, implement, and test an algorithm (MACH-T) and 

corresponding software implementation for measuring trust. 

Contribution 3: Design and perform two experiments for evaluating the MACH-T 

approach and algorithm for the case of personal and taxi-mounted mobile device GPS 

traces. 

• Hypothesis 2: Location behaviors in vehicle-mounted mobile devices can be quantified, 

measured, and used to assign trust values. The results of this experiment indicate the 

hypothesis is true. 

5.1 Dataset 

This section describes the dataset we used for our analysis and experiments. 

The RomaTaxi dataset from Bracciale, et al. [46] is a publicly available dataset. The 

researchers collected GPS traces from 291 taxi-mounted GPS tracker Android devices during 

a six-month period from October 2013 through April, 2014, in Rome, Italy. They made the 

first four days of data from February, 2014 available for public download. The average 
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subject’s data spanned 2.46 days (standard deviation of 1.091 days). The sampling rates 

averaged 15.164 seconds (standard deviation of 1.104 seconds). The data was mostly gathered 

in central Rome, Italy. The researchers stated their focus was on an 8km x 8km area (or 64 

km2) in the center of Rome. The average geographic area traveled in this analysis of the dataset 

was 63km2 for subjects with MACH-T(A) values greater than zero with a 20 minute stay 

requirement. Some subjects traveled far outside the focus area as in the case of trusted subjects 

in the 10 minute stay requirement analysis with an average area covered of 98.2km2. Untrusted 

subjects in both analyses traveled even farther, a maximum of 1,166km2 in the 10 minute stay 

analysis. 

Researchers who collected the data stated they collected traces every 7 seconds, but the 

dataset download contained traces only every 15 seconds. 

Table 5.1 provides the data format of the detail records in the Roma Taxi GPS trace 

files which were in semicolon-separated fields. Figure 5-1 shows three example Roma Taxi 

GPS trace records. 

Table 5.1 Roma Taxi GPS Trace File Detail Record Data Format 

Field 1  Taxi Number (Subject) 

Field 2 Date: YYYY-MM-DD 

Field 3 Time: HH:MM:SS 

Field 4  Unused field 

Field 5 “POINT(“ 

Field 6 Latitude 

Field 7 Longitude 

Field 8 “)” 

 

156;2014-02-01 00:00:00.739166+01;POINT(41.8836718276551 12.4877775603346) 

187;2014-02-01 00:00:01.148457+01;POINT(41.9285433333333 12.4690366666667) 

297;2014-02-01 00:00:01.220066+01;POINT(41.8910686119733 12.4927045625339) 

Figure 5-1  Example Roma Taxi GPS Trace Data Records 

5.2 Methods  

Because the plan was to use the same C++ software used for the prior experiments to 

analyze the GPS traces, the data records first needed to be converted to the same format as the 

Geolife records. Writing a preprocessor program provided a way to convert the raw Roma Taxi 

Data which was contained in a single file into multiple GPS trace files in the same format as 
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the Geolife records.  The Geolife records were stored in one or more files for each date. The 

preprocessor for the Roma Taxi dataset created one file per date from the single file provided 

in the download. Figure 5-2 shows the workflow for the Roma Taxi processing. Data stores 

are represented with boxes, and processes in italic typeface. 

 

Single Roma Taxi 

GPS trace file for 

February 1-4, 2014 

for all taxi IDs 

 

 

Custom C++ pre-processor 

program to create one trace file for 

each date for each taxi ID 

  
(continued 

below) 
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below) 

 

  

 

Custom C++ program to 

calculate trust values for 

individual devices using 

arbitrary ideal behaviors 

instead of population 
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Trust values for 

individual 

devices 

 

Figure 5-2 Roma Taxi Data Analysis Workflow 

Once the raw Roma Taxi data was converted into the same format as the Geolife 

records, the same C++ software was used to analyze the data. The trust parameters for length 

of stay were set at 10 minutes for the first experiment and 20 minutes for the second. In 
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addition, the Confidence parameter was set to 240 traces per hour (one every 15 seconds) based 

on the actual Roma Taxi data.  

Because the OpenStreetMap.org tile sizes vary based on latitude, the similar latitudes 

of Rome (approximately 41 degrees North) and Beijing (approximately 40 degrees North) 

justified keeping the same OpenStreetMap.org tile area constant at 0.469km for zoom level 16. 

5.3 Analysis and Results 

The Roma Taxi dataset spans four days in February 2014, concentrated in mostly a 

small geographic area less than 100km2. Due to this relatively smaller area compared to the 

Geolife dataset, the resulting behavioral data shows more repeated location visits than the 

Geolife dataset. Results show behavioral consistency for visits of at least 10 minutes (600 

seconds) or 20 minutes (1200 seconds) to the same geographic location visited by the subjects 

over time. When requiring 60-minute minimum stays, trusted subjects in the Geolife dataset 

spent 100% of qualified hours in the first five qualified locations (see Table 4.1), while trusted 

subjects in the Roma Taxi dataset spent 94.7% and 98.6% percent of qualified hours in the 10 

minute and 20 minute stay experiments, respectively. The shorter time requirement caused 

more locations to qualify and therefore the first six qualified locations did not account for all 

qualified locations for the trusted subjects. 

Table 5.2 shows the number of trusted subjects (out of a total of 291 subjects) for each 

length of stay requirement. Trusted subjects are defined as having MACH-T(A) valued greater 

than zero. 

Table 5.2 Distribution of Total Qualifying Time Over Qualified Locations for Roma Taxi Trusted Subjects 

Number of  

Locations  

10 minute Stay 

(274 trusted subjects) 

20 Minute Minimum Stay 

(259 trusted subjects) 

1 46.4% 54.4% 

2 66.5% 76.2% 

3 78.7% 88.0% 

4 86.3% 94.1% 

5 91.4% 97.2% 

6 94.7% 98.6% 

 

More subjects achieved MACH-T(A) trust scores above zero with the shorter required 

minimum stay (274 versus 259). The 10 minute minimum stay analysis showed 94.7% of 

qualified time spent in the first six locations compared with 98.6% of the 20 minute stay 
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analysis. The implication for a MANet operator is that shorter time requirements yield more 

potential locations but longer time requirements provide more certainty for placing a node at a 

location. The Roma Taxi dataset shows much less difference between the 10 and 20 length of 

stay requirements than the difference between the Geolife 20 minute and 60-minute results 

(see Table 4.1). 

Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 list the totals, averages, minimums, maximums, standard 

deviations, and modes for the summary data for all 291 taxi subjects.   

Table 5.3 Observed Population Statistics for Roma Taxi Subjects (10 minute minimum stay) 

 

 

Statistic 

Total 

Days 

(TD) 

Total 

Hours 

(TH) 

Total 

Locations 

(TL) 

Qualified 

Locations 

(QL) 

Total 

Qualified 

Hours (QH) 

Total 

Qualified 

Days (QD) 

Total 716 3110 115688 1662 1240.6 572 

Average 2.46 10.7 397.6 5.71 4.26 1.97 

Minimum 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Maximum 4.0 30.9 1574.0 19.0 16.57 4.0 

Standard Deviation 

() 1.09 6.89 286.98 3.586 3.304 1.096 

Mode 3.0 9.0 326.0 6.0 0.0 1.0 

 

Table 5.4 Observed Population Statistics for Roma Taxi Subjects (20 minute minimum stay) 

 

 

Statistic 

Total 

Days 

(TD) 

Total 

Hours 

(TH) 

Total 

Locations 

(TL) 

Qualified 

Locations 

(QL) 

Total 

Qualified 

Hours (QH) 

Total 

Qualified 

Days (QD) 

Total * * * 981 958.9 503.0 

Average * * * 3.37 3.3 1.73 

Minimum * * * 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Maximum * * * 11.0 14.57 4.0 

Standard Deviation 

() * * * 2.31 2.85 1.09 

Mode * * * 3.0 0.0 1.0 

*Same values as the 20 minute stay analysis 

Table 5.5 contains the coefficient values arbitrarily set as ideal coefficients. The trust 

coefficients are not based on the values from Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 as they were with the 

Geolife experiment.  The Roma Taxi experiments did not use the population average behavior 

as the ideal behavior but instead chose the values to use in the MACH-T(U) formula. 
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Table 5.5 Ideal Trust Formula Coefficients from Roma Taxi Subject Statistics  

(10 and 20 minute minimum stay) 

 

 Trust  

Formula Coefficients QH/ 

QD 

QL 

/QD 

QD 

/TD 

QL km2 / 

QL 

perimeter 

km2 

QL/ 

TL 

QH/ 

TH 

Arbitrary Ideal Values → 6.0 2.0 1.0 0.064 0.004 0.5 

 

Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 contain the MACH-T(A) values for the top 10 subjects with 

MACH-T(A) values greater than zero. The table lists the six formula factors for each subject 

in descending MACH-T(A) order. Some MACH-T(U) values are slightly greater than 1.0 but 

all MACH-T(A) values are less than 1.0 for the 10 minute stay requirement, but some of the 

values are greater than 1.0 for the 20 minute stay requirement. A MANet operator can 

determine the value of MACH-T(A) sufficient for inclusion in a MANet. A higher value 

denotes higher trust. 

The grey and yellow shaded MACH-T(U) and Confidence values are in the highest ten 

values for each. The highest MACH-T(A) values (shaded in green) do not necessarily always 

correspond with the highest MACH-T(U) or Confidence values. Confidence values are the 

same for subjects whether there is a 10 minute or a 20 minute stay requirement since 

Confidence is based on the density of the data, not the data values. 

Table 5.6 Top 10 Trusted Roma Taxi Subjects in Descending MACH-T(A) Order (10 minute minimum stay) 

 

 

Subject QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km
2
 

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

MACH-T 

(A) 

99 6.4824 8.0000 1.0000 0.0058 0.0292 0.6437 1.3226 0.4148 0.5486 

356 4.9968 9.0000 1.0000 0.0256 0.0495 0.5531 1.3372 0.3700 0.4947 

300 4.7952 10.0000 1.0000 0.0101 0.0385 0.5287 1.3170 0.3736 0.4920 

243 4.1952 4.0000 1.0000 0.0082 0.0128 0.4454 0.8428 0.5835 0.4918 

186 4.4568 8.0000 1.0000 0.0952 0.0440 0.4882 1.2283 0.3771 0.4632 

96 3.9728 3.3333 1.0000 0.0051 0.0105 0.4410 0.7839 0.5618 0.4404 

252 3.1472 4.3333 1.0000 0.0079 0.0121 0.3559 0.7598 0.5423 0.4120 

171 3.8232 8.0000 1.0000 0.1429 0.0325 0.4387 1.1391 0.3611 0.4113 

157 2.7528 5.0000 1.0000 0.0500 0.0151 0.3219 0.7814 0.5252 0.4104 

316 2.9600 4.3333 1.0000 0.0077 0.0155 0.3610 0.7637 0.5066 0.3869 
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Table 5.7 Top 10 Trusted Roma Taxi Subjects in Descending MACH-T(A) Order (20 minute minimum stay) 

 

 

Subject QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km
2
 

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

MACH-T 

(A) 

308 4.4232 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0046 0.4880 3.3084 0.3715 1.2292 

70 3.4164 0.5000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0024 0.4964 3.1518 0.3818 1.2033 

151 1.3080 3.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0103 0.1626 3.5179 0.3325 1.1696 

212 1.6656 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0056 0.3920 3.2424 0.3510 1.1382 

141 1.9584 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0041 0.2271 3.1343 0.3538 1.1090 

48 1.2936 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0033 0.1603 3.0587 0.3335 1.0201 

269 1.9176 2.0000 0.3333 1.0000 0.0016 0.0885 2.9562 0.2991 0.8843 

356 4.0776 6.0000 1.0000 0.0170 0.0330 0.4514 2.3471 0.3700 0.8684 

244 0.4320 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0034 0.0627 3.0074 0.2877 0.8652 

186 2.6520 5.0000 1.0000 0.1250 0.0275 0.2905 2.2206 0.3771 0.8374 

 

Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 list the six formula factors for 10 sample subjects with MACH-

T(U) values equal to zero, ordered by descending Confidence values. The data show all 

subjects with zero trust with no qualified hours and small numbers of traces (in the Trace Count 

column) resulting in low but not zero Confidence values. Because many of the untrusted 

subjects in the 20 minute stay experiment were trusted in the 10 minute stay experiment, the 

subjects listed in the tables are different. The Confidence values in the 10 minute stay 

experiment are also significantly lower because many of the trusted subjects with higher 

Confidence values were applied to much lower MACH-T(U) values resulting in MACH-T(A) 

values greater than zero.  
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Table 5.8 Sample of Roma Taxi Subjects with MACH-T(U) = 0 in Decreasing Confidence Order  

(10 minute minimum stay) 

Subject QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km2  

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

Trace 

Count 

324 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0462 532 

132 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0461 531 

60 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0431 248 

41 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0401 231 

122 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0397 457 

358 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0177 102 

279 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0175 101 

294 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0128 148 

215 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0122 70 

320 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0109 63 

 

Table 5.9 Sample of Roma Taxi Subjects with MACH-T(U) = 0 in Decreasing Confidence Order  

(20 minute minimum stay) 

Subject QH/QD QL/QD QD/TD 

km2  

Density QL/TL QH/TH 

MACH-T 

(U) Confidence 

Trace 

Count 

221 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2651 1527 

181 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1882 1084 

88 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1569 904 

56 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1444 832 

79 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1128 1300 

341 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0885 1530 

89 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0742 1710 

343 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0648 746 

62 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0530 916 

80 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0488 562 

  

Although tile coordinates (Min x Tile, Min y Tile, Max x Tile and Max Y Tile) were 

not used as trust criteria in this experiment, the data for the most frequently visited locations 

(mode) is in Table 5.10. MANet operators looking for nodes in a specific location could add 

a term or replace one of the terms in the MACH-T(U) formula with a term specifying minimum 

time spent in a specific geographic location.  
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Table 5.10 Most Frequently Visited Locations by Roma Taxi Subjects with MACH-T(A) Values > 0 

Most Frequently 

Visited Locations 

(mode) 

10 Minute Minimum Stay 

(274 trusted subjects) 

256  square tile area (8 x 32 tiles) 

20 Minute Minimum Stay 

(259 trusted subjects) 

174  square tile area (6 x 29 tiles) 

minXtile 35036 35038 

minYtile 24347 24350 

maxXtile 35043 35043 

maxYtile 24378 24378 

 

The 10 minute minimum stay requirement produced a larger geographic area of most 

frequently visited locations than the 20 minute stay requirement. Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 

show the tile area (orange rectangle) on a map for the 10-and 20-minute stay subjects using the 

Geofabrik tile overlay tool [43]. Although the mapping used tiles at zoom level 16, the image 

shown at zoom level 12 allowed the complete rectangle to fit on one web page. The map areas 

reflect a boundary area of frequent locations, but the coverage is not 100% of all possible tiles 

in the areas. For trusted subjects, the density or coverage of tiles visited to total square tile area 

was 15.3% (standard deviation 26.4%) for the 10-minute stay requirement and 23.9% (standard 

deviation 34.4%) for the 20-minute stay requirement. Although the 20-minute stay area is 

smaller, there is higher coverage of tiles. 

The area on the map in Figure 5-3 (10-minute stay) extends further north and west than 

the map in Figure 5-4 (20-minute stay). The total area covered by the 256 tiles in the 10 minute 

stay experiment is an 8 by 32 tile area or 55.2km2 or approximately 56.2% of the 98.2km2 total 

area covered by the traces for trusted subjects. The total area covered by the 174 tiles in the 20 

minute stay experiment is a 6 by 29 tile area or 38.3km2 or approximately 60.7% of the 63.1km2 

total area covered by the traces for trusted subjects. The 20 minute stay requirement produced 

fewer trusted subjects and a smaller geographic area of most visited locations, but a higher 

concentration of stays in the total qualifying area covered by trusted subjects. A MANet 

operator would prefer the higher concentration for better node coverage. 
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  Figure 5-3 Geographic Area Covered by Trusted Roma Taxi Subjects with MACH-T(A) > 0 (10 minute stay) 

 

Figure 5-4 Geographic Area Covered by Trusted Roma Taxi Subjects with MACH-T(A) > 0 (20 minute stay) 
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5.4 Discussion 

The Roma Taxi dataset provided another real-world dataset to validate the methods 

used for the Geolife dataset. The Roma Taxi dataset had 291 subjects versus the 182 subjects 

in the Geolife dataset. The Roma Taxi dataset contained only four days of data whereas the 

Geolife dataset covered a much longer period (almost five years) although the average 

subject’s data spanned just over six months. The Roma Taxi dataset was confined to a much 

smaller geographic area and was comprised of a homogenous type of mobile user, a taxi.  

Geolife subjects were individuals with smart phones and their behavior was more varied based 

on the daily activities of the owners of the devices. The Geolife subjects were not employed in 

the same occupation as were the subjects in the Roma Taxi dataset, which also contributed to 

the variety in activities. Table 5.11 shows a variety of statistics for the two datasets. 

Although the two datasets contained GPS traces for vastly different population types, 

the resulting MACH-T(U) values were generally between zero and 1.0 and showed a somewhat 

normal distribution indicated by the median, mode, and average values being close in value. 

The Confidence values were skewed to the low range and reduced the MACH-T(U) values 

giving the resulting MACH-T(A) values. Figure 5-5 through Figure 5-10 show the 

distribution histograms for the MACH-T(U), Confidence, and MACH-T(A) values for the 

Geolife 60-minute stay second experiment (from Chapter 4) and the Roma Taxi 10-minute 

experiment.  
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Table 5.11 Comparison of Geolife and Roma Taxi Dataset Statistics and Subject Devices 

Statistic 

 

Geolife Dataset 

(population average coefficients) 

Roma Taxi Dataset 

(arbitrary ideal coefficients) 

Number of subjects 182 291 

Range of dates for all GPS 

Traces 

Up to 5 years Up to 4 days 

Total number of trace days for 

all subjects 

10,634 716 

Average number of trace days 

for all subjects 

58.4 2.5 

MACH-T(U) Coefficients 20 minute stay: 

QH/QD=1.077, QL/QD=1.380, 

QD/TD=0.281,  

QL km2 density=0.648 

QL/TL=0.024, QH/TH=0.207 

60 minute stay: 

QH/QD=1.360, QL/QD=0.675, 

QD/TD=0.048,  

QL km2 density=0.523 

QL/TL=0.001, QH/TH=0.072 

10 and 20 minute stays: 

QH/QD=6.0, 

QL/QD=2.0 

QD/TD=1.0 

QL km2 density=0.064 

QL/TL=0.004 

QH/TH=.5 

Number of trusted subjects 20 minute stay: 129 

60 minute stay: 49 

10 minute stay: 274 

20 minute stay: 259 

Average number of total 

locations for all subjects 

 

20 minute stay: 2,666 

60 minute stay: 2,666 

10 minute stay: 398 

20 minute stay: 398 

Average number total 

locations for trusted subjects 

20 minute stay: 3,652 

60 minute stay: 6,658 

10 minute stay: 420 

20 minute stay: 434 

Highest MACH-T(U) value 

for all subjects 

20 minute stay: 2.7369 

60 minute stay: 3.2206 

10 minute stay: 2.8388 

20 minute stay: 23.9035 

Highest Confidence value for 

all subjects 

(Confidence depends on data 

density, not on trust 

parameters. Values are the 

same for each stay length.) 

20 minute stay: 0.2448 

60 minute stay: 0.2448 

10 minute stay: 0.5835 

20 minute stay: 0.5835 

Highest MACH-T(A) value 

for all subjects 

20 minute stay: 0.1430 

60 minute stay: 0.1493 

10 minute stay: 0.5486 

20 minute stay: 

Average MACH-T(U) value 

for subjects with MACH-T(A) 

> 0 

20 minute stay: 0.6066 

60 minute stay: 1.1542 

10 minute stay: 0.7184 

20 minute stay: 1,2292 

Average Confidence value for 

subjects with MACH-T(A) > 

0 

20 minute stay: 0.0255 

60 minute stay: 0.0285 

10 minute stay: 0.2348 

20 minute stay: 0.2359 

Average MACH-T(A) value 

for subjects with MACH-T(A) 

> 0 

20 minute stay: 0.0156 

60 minute stay: 0.0279 

10 minute stay: 0.1751 

20 minute stay: 0.3401 
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Figure 5-5 Distribution of Geolife MACH-T(U) Values (60 minute stay) 

 

Figure 5-6 Distribution of Geolife Confidence Values (60 minute stay) 

 

Figure 5-7 Distribution of Geolife MACH-T(A) Values (60 minute stay) 
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Figure 5-8 Distribution of Roma Taxi MACH-T(U) Values (10 minute stay) 

 

Figure 5-9 Distribution of Roma Taxi Confidence Values (10 minute stay) 

 

Figure 5-10 Distribution of Roma Taxi MACH-T(A) Values (10 minute stay) 

5.5 Conclusions 

Experimental results show GPS traces provide sufficient data to programmatically and 

incrementally calculate mobile device trust based on a device’s most frequently visited 

locations.  
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The value at which a MANet operator would deem a subject “trusted” would depend 

on the MANet operator’s needs. The MACH-T algorithm provides a method to distinguish 

behavior of nodes based on their geographic location behavior patterns. 

5.5.1 Supplementary Materials 

The source code and results of our analysis are available online at 

https://github.com/CenterForSecureAndDependableSystems/MACH2K. 
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Chapter 6:  

MACH-T: Trust Modeling and Analysis 

6.0 Chapter Introduction 

This chapter demonstrates an approach for modeling trust of mobile nodes by creating 

location behavior data for ten hypothetical personal mobile node subjects to represent ten 

different combinations of MACH-T(U) trust and Confidence (or density and volume of data). 

This chapter provides the hypothetical node experiment description and results of 

modeling the effect of changing different aspects of location behavior expectations on the 

MACH-T(U), Confidence, and MACH-T(A) values. This experiment uses an Excel 

spreadsheet in place of the custom C++ software implementation to analyze the hypothetical 

node value. 

This chapter provides the same contributions as Chapter 3 supporting Hypotheses 1 

and 2: 

Contribution 1: Create a novel method for measuring trust based on  location 

behavior.  

Contribution 2: Design, implement, and test an algorithm (MACH-T) and 

corresponding software implementation for measuring trust. 

Hypothesis 1: Location behaviors in personal mobile devices can be quantified, 

measured, and used to assign trust.  

Hypothesis 2: Location behaviors in vehicle-mounted mobile devices can be 

quantified, measured, and used to assign trust values. 

The results of this experiment show mobile devices capable of recording GPS 

traces may be modeled, quantified, and measured to assign trust values. 

6.1 Data Description 

Table 6.1 shows ten different combinations of unadjusted trust (MACH-T(U) and 

Confidence values modeled in the Excel spreadsheet for each hypothetical node. 
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Table 6.1 Hypothetical Node Unadjusted Trust (MACH-T(U) and Confidence Approximations (One 

Day Data Volume) 

Conformance to 

subjective trust 

parameters 

High  

Confidence 

Medium  

Confidence 

Low/No 

Confidence 

High Trust Node 1 

   MACH-T(U) ≈ 1.0 

   Confidence=1.0 

Node 2 

   MACH-T(U) ≈ 1.0 

   Confidence=0.5 

Node 3 

   MACH-T(U) ≈ 1.0 

   Confidence=0.25 

Medium Trust Node 4 

   MACH-T(U) ≈ 0.5 

   Confidence=1.0 

Node 5 

   MACH-T(U) ≈ 0.5 

   Confidence=0.5 

Node 6 

   MACH-T(U) ≈ 0.5 

   Confidence=0.25 

Low Trust Node 7 

   MACH-T(U) MACH-T(U) ≈ 0.25 

   Confidence=1.0 

Node 8 

   MACH-T(U) ≈ 0.25 

   Confidence=0.5 

Node 9 

   MACH-T(U) ≈ 0.25 

   Confidence=0.25 

No Trust   Node 10 

   MACH-T(U) = 0.0 

   Confidence = 0.0 

 

Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 show the various created behavioral values and resulting 

MACH-T(U), Confidence, and MACH-T(A) values. The ideal population behaviors of the 

nodes were arbitrarily chosen and can be adjusted to observe the resulting MACH-T(U), 

Confidence, and MACH-T(A) values. The Confidence value can be calculated with either one 

day of data volume required, or 30 days.   

The blue shaded columns are the variable values input by the user and represent the 

expected behavior. The light green shaded columns are the calculated intermediate MACH-T 

formula terms, and the dark green shaded columns are the final MACH-T(U) and MACH-T(A) 

values. The yellow shaded columns contribute to and are the resulting Confidence values. The 

grey shaded columns are information only. 
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Table 6.2 Hypothetical Nodes’ Input Values in Ascending Node Order 
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Table 6.3 Hypothetical Nodes’ Calculated Trust and Confidence Values in Ascending Node Order 

 

6.2 Data Analysis 

When observing the final MACH-T(A) value resulting from the adjustment of the MACH-T(U) with the Confidence value when 

30 days of data are desired, some lower trust MACH-T(U) values result in a higher MACH-T(A) when the Confidence is high.  Node 4 

had a higher MACH-T(A) value than nodes 2 and 3 and Node 7 had a higher MACH-T(A) value than nodes 3, 5, and 6. Table 6.4 shows 

the same nodes sorted in descending MACH-T(A) order for the 30-day Confidence calculation, illustrating this point. 
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Another interesting item to note is the TD (Total Days) value is used both in calculating MACH-T(U) and in the Confidence 

calculation. Adjusting this value impacts both the QD/TD (percentage of Qualified Days to Total Days) and the density and volume of 

trace records calculation for Confidence. 

Table 6.4 Hypothetical Nodes’ Calculated Trust and Confidence Values (Descending 30 Day Data Volume MACH-T(A) order) 
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6.3 Discussion 

By using an Excel spreadsheet to create hypothetical nodes with varying degrees of 

location trace behavior, the spreadsheet user can quickly see how changing any aspect of node 

location behavior or desired location behavior changes the resulting MACH-T(U), Confidence, 

and MACH-T(A) values. The spreadsheet can uncover the subtle relationships between the 

various behavioral attributes when the user can change one value and see how it changes one 

or more of the MACH-T(U), Confidence, and MACH-T(A) values, sometimes unexpectedly.  

For example, a node qualifying in more locations would at first seem to be a more trusted node, 

but if the locations are geographically dispersed, causing the total perimeter area to increase 

beyond the desired total perimeter area , the resulting trust will be lower.  
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Chapter 7:  

MACH-2K Architecture: Building Mobile Device Trust and Utility for 

Emergency Response Networks 

7.0 Chapter Introduction 

This chapter presents a published paper proposing an architecture for building and 

managing a mobile ad hoc network (MANet) of trusted nodes.  

Researching and composing the paper cited below provided background for continued 

research into a solution for calculating and assigning trust values to MANet nodes. 

K.H. Thurston, D. Conte de Leon. “MACH-2K Architecture: Building Mobile Device 

Trust and Utility for Emergency Response Networks.”  Proceedings of the 2019 IEEE 16th 

International Conference on Mobile Ad Hoc and Sensor Systems Workshops (MASSW), 

Monterey, CA, USA, November, 2019, IEEE, DOI: 10.1109/MASSW.2019.00004 

7.0.1 Abstract 

In this article, we introduce the MACH-2K trust overlay network and its architecture. 

MACH-2K’s objectives are to (a) enhance the resiliency of emergency response and public 

service networks and (b) help build such networks in places, or at times, where network 

infrastructure is limited. Resiliency may be enhanced in an economic manner by building new 

adhoc networks of private mobile devices and joining these to public service networks at 

specific trusted points. The major barrier to building resiliency by using private devices is 

ensuring security. MACH-2K uses device location and communication utility patterns to 

assign trust to devices, after owner approval. After trust is established, message confidentiality, 

privacy, and integrity may be implemented by well-known cryptographic means. MACH-2K 

devices may be then requested to forward or consume different types of messages depending 

on their current level of trust and utility. 

7.1 Introduction 

7.1.1 The Problem 

Building and maintaining dedicated and resilient emergency response and public 

service networks is expensive. Using shared networks is a common approach to reduce costs. 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/conhome/9044469/proceeding
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/conhome/9044469/proceeding
https://doi.org/10.1109/MASSW.2019.00004
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However, ensuring adequate emergency communications in cases of widespread emergencies 

or dependent system outages while using shared networks is a major unsolved challenge. 

Hence, the problem we focus on, in this article, is how to provide adequate emergency and 

public service communications using networks of trusted nodes in a manner that is resilient to 

major emergencies or outages and also efficient and cost-effective. 

7.1.2 Proposed Solution 

With the ubiquitous and world-wide availability of smartphones and other mobile 

devices with wireless communication capability, we see a cost-effective and untapped 

opportunity to create mobile ad hoc networks to support or enhance emergency response and 

public service communication networks. Such hybrid networks may also enable additional 

public service use cases beyond emergency communications for emergency response 

personnel. They may also enable direct communication with the public. However, one of the 

major problems with building such ad hoc networks is the problem of security and privacy of 

the communications which comes from the lack of trust in each device. This novel Trust 

Overlay Network named MACH-2K, we use 2K as an alternative name for TON, relies on the 

history of mobile node location, movement patterns, timing, and communication performance 

to calculate and assign trust and utility values for individual devices. Such trust and utility are 

intended to fully enable: (1) Emergency mobile communications for first responders; (2) 

Emergency public broadcasts when other networks are unavailable or degraded; (3) Backup 

communication when primary networks are at capacity such as in crowded public areas; (4) 

More reliable communication within under-served geographies such as rural or remote areas 

or countries without adequate mobile network infrastructure; (5) Distributed fog network 

gateways for gathering data from, and providing over the air updates to distributed sensors.  

7.1.3 Contribution 

The contribution described in this article is the architecture of MACH-2K. The MACH-

2K system provides the means for calculating trust based on patterns of location occurrence 

and communication utility of private devices. These trust ratings would allow public 

organizations to build and manage a hybrid network that may offer a high level of resiliency 

in a cost effective manner. Such a hybrid network (partly fixed, partly ad hoc) may be used to 
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provide emergency response and public service communications in a resilient and cost-

effective manner.  

7.1.4 Outline of this Article 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 7.2 introduces related 

terminology. Section 7.3 describes the system entities of the MACH-2K architecture. Section 

7.4 describes the MACH-2K mode of operation. Section 7.5 describes the MACH-2K services. 

Section 7.6 describes the MACH- 2K message types. Section 7.7 describes related research 

and applications. Section 7.8 introduces plans for furthering this work. Acknowledgements 

and a complete list of References follow.  

7.2 Background 

Today, many emergency response communication systems rely on trusted and 

dedicated private radio towers and public communication infrastructure. Cellular network 

infrastructure is also used for emergency response. In the event of widespread emergencies or 

disasters, dedicated emergency response communication infrastructure and wide-area sections  
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Figure 7-1 MACH-2K System Architecture Diagram 

of the cellular network may quickly become unavailable or heavily congested. In some 

scenarios, limited numbers of portable radios provide backup systems. However, these systems 

require specialized equipment and trained personnel to operate and provide limited resumption 

of communications. Such reduced or removed communication capabilities may result in 

inadequate or delayed emergency response. We argue that mobile ad hoc networks may be 

configured and managed and need not be purely ad hoc or opportunistic. As long as patterns 

of geographic and time appearance and message forwarding reliability can be inferred and a 

trust value assigned, based on such patterns, then nodes may be trusted to be members of a 

reliable hybrid network. In this case, network nodes might be smart phones, tablets or other 

computers with wireless communication capabilities such as micro-controller units found on 

field sensors. Although mobile ad hoc networks are by their nature dynamic structures, they 

do not require anonymity or spontaneity and need not be self-configuring. Requiring a trial 

period of node observation in order to gather the unique movement and communication history 
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of a node would allow for calculating trust. Given the ability to apply behavioral analysis to 

nodes prior to granting them access to the network, the behavior of a node during a trial period 

can be analyzed to determine if the behavior profile fits closely enough to a predefined ideal 

profile of time in a geographic location, and the ability to correctly receive, process, and 

respond to network messages in a timely manner. Similarly to how people develop trusted 

relationships over time, nodes would develop trust as their behavior became known to an 

organization building a MANet using MACH- 2K. Most current access control systems rely 

on a binary definition of trust.  

7.3 MACH-2K System Entities 

Figure 7-1 shows the interactions of the system entities with network messages and 

system management data in the network environments included in the MACH-2K architecture. 

Below we describe each of the entities.  

A. Field Sensor: A node providing environmental data to or receiving control data from 

other nodes, including over the air updates to its executable software.  

B. Field Sensor Owner: The owner of a Field Node, can be the same as the Requesting 

Organization.  

C. MACH-2K Authority: Issues certificates for Registered Nodes.  

D. Message Creators: Alias for the various entities allowed to create messages.  

E. Node Owner: The owner of either a Trial Node or a Registered Node.  

F. Registered Node: Nodes achieving the required MACH- 2K rating as defined by the 

Requesting Organization using the network in a specific geographic area.  

G. Requesting Organization: The organization requesting network participants 

determines the desired geography, density, the number of mobile and stationary field sensor 

nodes, and the required timeliness and accuracy of messages. The Requesting Organization is 

the owner of at least one Registered Node.  

H. Trial Node: Nodes requesting registration. The Trial Node Location Zone History 

is tracked for a trial period after which it is compared to Requesting Organization Location 

Zone requirements to determine if it is similar enough to be included as a Registered Node. 
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The Trial Node communication history determines if its message integrity meets requirements. 

Trial Nodes are not permitted to send messages to Registered Nodes, but at the end of the trial 

period in a public Internet or public MANet, their message history is compared against message 

history maintained at the Requesting Organization and if the message history achieves the 

threshold of required messages correctly received, the Trial Node receives a MACH-2K rating 

and certificate and is upgraded to a Registered Node.  

7.4 MACH-2K Operation 

The MACH-2K architecture calculates the MACH-2K trust rating of nodes requesting 

to join the network as registered nodes. A trial period for each node establishes the pattern of 

individual node travel through various locations and assesses various factors including the 

messages logged by the node during the trial phase. This could be accomplished by a mobile 

application installed on the trial node. The MACH-2K network architecture uses a VPN for 

node to node and field sensor to node communication enabled by WiFi, Ethernet, or cellular 

Internet connectivity if available, or WiFi direct, Bluetooth, or radio frequency MANet if not. 

The trial process will use a software application implemented for web and mobile platforms. 

The MANet communication will require a secure mobile application which can be updated via 

the Internet or MANet VPN. Updates to the mobile application will include revisions to MACH 

Trust certificates and other security data in addition to other software enhancements.  

 

The MACH-2K architecture switches mobile nodes from Cellular or WiFi to MANet 

peer-to-peer as node densities and proximities support MANet communications, and when 

other options are not available. The system will compile history of the location and timing of 

MANet communication to inform of the viability of MANet communications in any given 

geographic area or location zone.  

7.5 MACH-2K Services 

7.5.1 Mobile Node Services 

The MACH-2K Mobile application software will implement the following services:   
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1. Create Message: Requesting Organizations, Node Owners, and Field Sensors may 

create Broadcast, Node to Node, Field Sensor Environmental Data, or Field Sensor Over the 

Air Update messages.   

2. Decrypt Message: A node will use its private key to decrypt a message.   

3. Encrypt Message: A node will use a public key to encrypt a message to another node, 

and its private key to sign a message.   

4. Query MACH Certificate: The MACH certificate will include MACH ratings of 

registered nodes. The certificate will provide a level of trust in node to node communication. 

The MACH-2K Authority will share certificate information widely to eliminate the risk of a 

single point of failure of the authority node.   

5. Query MACH Value: The MACH value is a component of the MACH certificate 

issued to a registered node.   

6. Update Locations Visited: The mobile app will use geotags and timestamps for start 

and end times to update node location history.   

7. Collect Sensor Data: Registered nodes will collect sensor data at various locations.  

7.5.2 Management Services 

The MACH-2K management application software will implement the following 

services:  

1. Create MACH-2K Certificate: The MACH-2K Authority will use node trial period 

history and registered node history to create and update the MACH-2K Certificate.   

2. Create Message: Requesting Organizations, Node Owners, and Field Sensor Owners 

may create Broadcast, Node to Node, Field Sensor Environmental Data, or Field Sensor Over 

the Air Update messages.   

3. Issue MACH-2K Certificate to Registered Node: The MACH-2K Authority will be 

the sole issuer of MACH- 2K certificates but will share the certificate data to all registered 

nodes to avoid spoofing.   

4. Log Node Communication: Save node communication history.   
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5. Log Node Location: Save node location history.   

6. Manage Location Zone: Requesting Organizations designate standard location areas 

such as postal ZIP codes, smaller areas such as postal Carrier Routes, major streets or 

highways, or public locations such as schools or commercial locations.   

7. Register Trial Node: Nodes initially register for a trial period prior to becoming 

registered nodes.   

8. Set required MACH-2K value for Registered Nodes: Each Requesting Organization 

determines the qualifying MACH-2K values for registered nodes.   

9. Update MACH-2K Value: MACH-2K values can change over time and the system 

will update when required.   

10. Upgrade Trial Nodes to Registered Nodes: At the conclusion of a trial period, nodes 

may be upgraded to registered nodes if they qualify.   

11. View Current and Historic Node Information: Node Owners and Requesting 

Organizations will be able to view node location and message history.   

12. View Field Sensor data: Field Sensor Owners will be able to view Field Sensor 

data.   

13. View Node Coverage Map: Requesting Organizations will be able to view node 

coverage for given Location Zones.   

14. View Node MACH-2K Values: The MACH-2K Authority and Requesting 

Organizations will view MACH-2K values for multiple nodes at a summary or detail levels, 

and Node Owners will be able to view node detail for their node.   

15. Verify Trial Node Field Sensor Data: The trial period required for nodes will 

include verification of data collected by trial nodes from field sensors.  

7.6 MACH-2K Message Types 

I. Broadcast: A message defined by the Requesting Organization to be sent to all 

registered and trial nodes. Such messages are information only, and not to be used for updating 
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Field Sensor control software. The message may be relayed by any registered node to any other 

registered or trial node and only relayed from a trial node back to the requesting organization.   

II. Field Sensor Environmental Data: Environmental data sent to Trial Nodes and 

Registered Nodes from field sensors.   

III. Field Sensor Over the Air (OTA) Update: Updates to Field Sensor software sent by 

Requesting Organization to Registered Nodes to deliver to Field Sensors.   

IV. Location Zone Data: Geographic areas defined by the Requesting Organization to 

be used to determine if a Trial Node qualifies to be a Registered Node. Also used to periodically 

recalculate and update MACH2K trust ratings of nodes.   

V. MACH-2K Certificate: Certificate containing unique identity and MACH-2K 

ratings for registered nodes and Field Sensors.   

VI. MACH-2K Values: Values from node location history, travel, timing, and 

communication history from node logs, for creating MACH-2K certificates.   

VII. Node to Node: A message category describing communication between any two 

nodes. The message may originate from a Registered Node or a Field Sensor but not a Trial 

Node. In addition to a unique communication between only two nodes, a Node to Node 

Message can be a relayed Broadcast message, a Field Sensor Environmental Data message, or 

a Field Sensor Over the Air (OTA) Update message.   

VIII. Account Data: Each node in the system provides identifying data upon registering 

as a trial node or as a requesting organization. Account data could also include billing or 

compensation details.   

IX. Registration Request: The Trial Node registration process creates a message to a 

Requesting Organization.   

X. Registration confirmation: The Requesting Organization confirms the Trial Node 

Registration Request.   
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XI. Trial Node Upgrade: At the conclusion of the Trial Node trial period, the 

Requesting Organization sends a message to the Trial Node to notify of the upgrade to a 

Registered Node or to advise the upgrade was denied.  

7.7 Related Work 

Research on trust in mobile peer-to-peer and ad hoc networks is an emerging topic. The 

literature covering peer-to- peer and ad hoc networks first focused on the enabling technology. 

Later on it focused on efficiencies and optimizing approaches. Then, within the last few years, 

there has been some focus on trust and security. However, the latter with a primary focus on 

anonymous or opportunistic mobile, peer-to-peer, or purely ad hoc networks. Such focus fails 

to acknowledge the fact that most mobile devices follow the usage and location patterns of 

their owners and that such patterns, combined with communication utility measures, may be 

used to build trust over time. Such trust may then be used to establish secure and managed 

networks as an overlay over hybrid (ad hoc and infrastructure) networks. We did not find in 

the literature, even after an extensive literature search and review, descriptions of approaches 

for planning and management of ad hoc networks for public service use. Such planning and 

management would be a requirement to enable use of such networks for emergency response 

and public service in a reliable and resilient manner. In addition, authentication and security 

are dependent on trust. We describe in this section work that is related and likely 

complementary of the MACH-2K approach.  

7.7.1 Security and Trust in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 

Strayer et al. [47] proposed a radio-integrated content sharing networking paradigm 

which provides security. It also includes content request history to determine content utility 

which is similar to the MACH-2K concept of node utility based on movement and 

communication history. Vasudeva and Sood [48]  surveyed methods for protecting ad hoc 

networks against Sybil attacks. Talasila, Curtmola, and Borcea [49] proposed collaborative 

Bluetooth-based location authentication on smart phones. Coon [50] modeled trust in random 

wireless networks and explored the idea of node relative locations and interaction history, 

particularly in 5G networks where peer-to-peer file sharing is a practical possibility. Several 

authors used social ties of node owners to assign trust in anonymous networks [51], [52], [53] 

and [54]. Guo, Chen, and Tsai [3] provided a comprehensive survey of trust computation 
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methods for service management in IoT systems. Other authors [53], [54], [55], [56], and [57] 

also investigated trust. By contrast with these previous works, the MACH-2K architecture 

focuses on building trust based on location history and utility with the purpose of enhancing 

the reach and resiliency of emergency response or public service networks in a cost-effective 

manner.  

7.7.2 Emergency and Disaster Response 

Several authors have investigated approaches to mobile network configuration and 

management for emergency operations. For example, Kuada and Bannerman [58], DiFelice, 

Bedogni, and Bononi [59], Lakshmi and Ibe [60], Krug, Schellenberg, and Seit [61], 

Kanchanasut et al. [62], and Aschenbruck et al. [63]. However, these works do not appear to 

consider security and trust as an integral part of the network design, planning, and operation.  

7.7.3 Peer-to-Peer Protocols and Applications 

Ciobanu et al. [64] and Casetti et al. [65] identify WiFi, WiFi Direct, and Bluetooth as 

the best commercial and readily available layer two wireless protocols for peer-to-peer wireless 

networks. For vehicular networks, 802.11p, physical layer for Dedicated Short Range 

Communication (DSRC) and Qualcomm’s LTE-V2X, also known as C-V2X or PC5, are the 

usual options but neither is currently ubiquitous [66], [67], [68], [69], [70], and [71]. LTE-

V2X may see faster adoption rates due to the ubiquity of cellular infrastructure. Masini et al. 

[66] state in reference to LTE-V2X: “for the first time in history, a cellular system allows direct 

communication between peers”. GoTenna is a commercial enterprise marketing a 2-watt a 

Multi-Use Radio Service (MURS) radio and antenna that pairs with a smart phone using 

Bluetooth. It achieves greater communication range than is possible with the smart phone 

alone. The company sells the MURS version of its platform to consumers to use in forming ad 

hoc mesh networks when out of range of cellular infrastructure. GoTenna recently released a 

professional vRange version it sells primarily to military, first responder, and emergency 

operations organizations. The ProX product uses VHF (142-175MHz) and UHF (445-

480MHz) radio frequencies broadcasting from 0.5W up to 5W of power. Range is up to 4 miles 

on the ground and up to 69 miles if the antenna is elevated above any ground obstacles. A 

mobile app provides end to end encryption of messages but assumes all nodes are known ahead 

of joining the group and the application does not manage access to the app other than 
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authenticating the user with a user name and password. The app also has a mapping feature 

which shows the location of all GoTenna nodes active on the network. Several consumer 

mobile applications have attempted to deploy mobile peer-to-peer communications with 

various degrees of success. FireChat, available for Android in the Google Play Store, may be 

used by groups of people to communicate without using the cellular network. Bluetooth Chat, 

also available for Android has high ratings but it only uses Bluetooth which works at very short 

ranges of a few meters. For sensor to mobile device communication, though, Bluetooth 

relaying of data could be proven useful. These applications do not provide mechanisms for 

evaluating the trust or utility of nodes in the network. By contrast, the latter are key features of 

the MACH- 2K architecture.  

7.7.4 Distributed Processing 

Le [72] proposed approaches for efficiently sharing compute loads among mobile 

peers. Teng et al. [73] and Shah et al. [74] proposed using mobile nodes in vehicles to distribute 

over the air updates to smart city devices or collect sensor data from sparse and widely 

distributed devices. Kim, et al. [75] described an approach for how to maintain node densities 

using positioning algorithms for minimal power consumption. These distributed processing 

architectures could benefit from the MACH-2K trust and utility features.  

7.7.5 Other Uses of Location Data 

VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc NETwork) research has focused on predictable node 

locations such as on roadways but other predictable locations are proposed to be equally likely 

for MANet nodes such as schools, businesses, churches, event venues, and other public 

gathering places where node owners may already be known to each other and have a level of 

trust through social ties [66]. Zumigo Corp. is an example of a commercial data broker of 

consumer location data. Zumigo has purchased consumer location data from cellular providers 

and used the data successfully to reduce credit card and other fraud [76] . Marin, Dobre, and 

Xhafa [77] tracked a group of volunteers over three months working in an academic setting 

and collected location and interaction data over the period. Marin, Dobre, and Xhafa concluded 

that there are clear patterns of node mobility and communication emerged from their analysis. 

Other authors also explored location and social factors when determining routing in mobile ad 

hoc networks [51], [52], and  [78].  
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7.8 Future Work 

The next step in this research project will be to implement the MACH-2K architecture 

in a prototype system. First, within a simulated environment and, on a later stage, potentially 

using volunteers as a source of mobility and communication history data within specific 

geographies.  
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Chapter 8:  

Survey of IoT Fog Computing Near Healthcare IoT Edge Devices— 

Another Use Case for MANets 

8.0 Chapter Introduction 

This chapter presents a published paper surveying and discussing the advantages and 

disadvantages of a fog computing layer in proximity of IoT network edge devices for 

processing healthcare information. The importance of geographic location and real-time 

response requirements are similar to the requirements for MANets.  The NIST Fog Computing 

Conceptual model (NIST 500-325) [79] lists six essential characteristics of fog computing, of 

which the first five are also essential to MANets, and the sixth, “scalability and agility” 

improves the quality. The two additional features listed below and the additional five attributes 

all apply equally to MANets. 

(1) Contextual location awareness and low latency,  

(2) Geographical Distribution,  

(3) Heterogeneity,  

(4) Interoperability and Federation,  

(5) Real-time interactions, 

(6) Scalability and agility of federated fog-node clusters.   

Two additional features are often associated with fog [79]:  

(1) Predominance of wireless access,  

(2) Support for mobility.  

In addition, according to NIST 500-325 [79], fog nodes need to support one or more of 

the following attributes:  

(1) Autonomy,  

(2) Heterogeneity,  

(3) Hierarchical clustering,  
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(4) Manageability,  

(5) Programmability.  

Given the similarity between fog and MANets, issues of trust in MANets also apply to 

fog.  One paper on fog-based MANets provided a background discussion of trust research, but 

itself focused on a novel routing protocol to conserve energy, and a security measure to 

generate anonymous identification for message source nodes [80]. None of the background 

research cited addressed the geographic location behavior of nodes prior to joining the MANet. 

Additionally, a 2018 industry survey identified insufficient authentication/ 

authorization of IoT devices as one of the top ten IoT vulnerabilities [81]. 

Researching and composing the paper cited below provided background for continued 

research into a solution for calculating and assigning trust values to MANet nodes. 

K. Thurston and D. C. de Leon, “The healthcare IoT Ecosystem: Advantages of Fog 

Computing Near the Edge,” in 2018 IEEE/ACM International Conference on Connected 

Health: Applications, Systems and Engineering Technologies (CHASE). IEEE, 2018, pp. 51–

56.  

8.01 Abstract 

Abstract— The IoT (Internet of Things) provides numerous opportunities for the 

connected healthcare industry, especially in the distributed cloud environment known as fog 

which resides in a middle architectural layer adjacent to edge devices. This tutorial provides 

an overview of recent research and industry advances focusing on connected health 

technologies: fog concepts and architectures; development and lifecycle frameworks; security 

vulnerabilities, threats and best practices; and connected medical device regulations. 

8.02 KEYWORDS 

IoT, connected health, fog computing, edge computing, gateways, service-oriented 

architecture, middleware, cloud operating systems, secure software engineering, secure 

systems development 
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8.1 Introduction 

Multiple industries are building systems of networked physical devices commonly 

known as the Internet of Things (IoT) or the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). The term 

‘IoT’ was first used by Kevin Ashton in 1999 in a presentation to Proctor and Gamble 

executives. Since then, hardware and software IoT solutions, both proprietary and open source 

have been deployed in a wide range of industries for numerous purposes.  Agriculture, 

architecture and construction, automotive, consumer electronics, education, energy, fitness, 

health care, manufacturing, public safety, recreation, retail, smart cities, smart homes, 

telecommunications, transportation, utilities and wearables are some examples. 

David King, in an interview for Automation World in August, 2016 provides context 

for the fog computing aspect of IoT: “…Cisco created the term fog computing years ago to 

describe a layer of computing at the edge of the network that could allow pre-processed data 

to be quickly and securely transported to the cloud” [82]. 

Researchers Chiang, et al. [83] identify research opportunities related to fog: “Filling 

the technology gaps in supporting IoT will require a new architecture—fog—that distributes 

computing, control, storage, and networking functions closer to end user devices.” 

Fog computing has many advantages, including reduced latency, local control and the 

resulting increased security, reliability, fault tolerance, lower data transfer and storage costs, 

extensibility, distributed computing, heterogeneity management, and support for 

hardware/software maintenance [84].  

   Unfortunately, fragmented or non-existent standards efforts have created silos of 

proprietary systems, resulting in a heterogeneous environment that is difficult to secure. In 

fact, IoT system security has not been a priority due to lack of any requirements to comply 

with any existing security standard other than standards that may already exist for individual 

system hardware or software components.  

   Because the healthcare industry must protect human life as well as personal privacy, 

system confidentiality, integrity and availability, security is a top requirement. Section 8.2 

reviews recent healthcare IoT fog research and case studies with a summary of the security and 

privacy risks addressed or acknowledged in each. Section 8.3 includes a summary of fog 
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conceptual models and reference architectures and components and introduces the NIST Fog 

Computing Conceptual Model [79] and the OpenFog Consortium reference architecture (an 

IEEE draft standard) [85]. Section 8.4 discusses security vulnerabilities. Section 8.5 reviews 

the FDA medical device safety evaluation plan [86] of which the National Evaluation System 

for health Technology (NEST), is a part and Section 8.6 concludes the paper with a summary 

of the security concerns and open research questions for healthcare fog computing 

environments. 

8.1.1 Approach and Methodology 

The goal of this tutorial is to introduce fog computing for the healthcare IoT ecosystem. 

The search of the literature using ‘healthcare fog’ as the search term at lib.uidaho.edu which 

searches multiple literature databases yielded a variety of papers referenced in Section II. 

In addition to research papers, industry sources including white papers, web sites, 

podcasts and product literature provided substantial background information for this tutorial. 

8.2  Healthcare IoT Fog Research and Case Studies 

Healthcare applications span a wide range of functions, from intensive care to health 

monitoring of healthy individuals for preventive health and public health purposes. 

Stakeholders for healthcare IoT include patients and their families, healthcare 

professionals, provider organization staff and management, insurance payers, and regulatory 

agencies such as the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 

Connected healthcare applications must be highly secure in a hospital or clinical setting 

but may have lower levels of security if they are for informational purposes for personal fitness 

tracking, for example. 

Steele and Clarke [87] propose an IoT  public health information system. Although 

their research does not identify a fog layer as such, their proposed architecture includes local 

processing on a mobile device connected to sensors which meets the definition of a fog layer. 

Mobile devices communicate with an anonymizing network layer. The researchers address 

privacy concerns with anonymous networks such as MIX and Onion routing. 
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Ni et al. [88],  Al-Shaqi [89], and  Frontoni [90] address IoT systems in three separate 

papers for independent living of older adults. Although mobile phones are discussed as data 

collection devices, fog architectural layers are not explicitly noted. Privacy and security 

concerns are addressed in one paper by proposing less revealing binary sensors in place of 

cameras and microphones. User managed access is another suggested solution to privacy 

concerns. 

Akrivopoulos [84] discusses using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to communicate with 

a patient’s smart phone acting as a fog gateway providing proxies for security updates, 

encryption or deep packet inspection and threat detection. 

Sood and Mahajan [91] propose an IoT  fog-based healthcare framework for disease 

tracking. 

Verma and Sood [92] present a fog assisted IoT enabled disease diagnosis framework. 

Rahmani, et al. [93] have built a smart eHealth gateway to demonstrate the power of 

fog computing. 

The OpenFog Consortium [94] presents several case studies including one for patient 

monitoring in a fog based IoT environment. 

8.3  IoT Fog Conceptual Models and Reference Architectures 

The fog layer in IoT architectures is a distributed, sometimes ad hoc and frequently 

mobile network cloud of devices acting as intelligent gateways for physical devices. This layer 

provides many advantages, including reduced latency; local control; increased security, 

reliability, and fault tolerance; lower data transfer and storage costs; extensibility; distributed 

computing; heterogeneity management; and support for hardware and software maintenance 

[84]. 

A simple architecture diagram in Figure 8-1 with three layers represents a typical IoT 

architecture: Physical layer, middle layer, and cloud or enterprise layer.  The physical layer 

consists of sensor and/or actuators, the middle layer includes simple data aggregation and basic 

compute and transport functions, while the cloud or enterprise layer can perform the most 
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sophisticated analysis. This model does not identify a fog layer with more sophisticated 

features. 

 

Figure 8-1 IoT Architecture without a Fog Layer and All Applications in the Cloud 

Modifying the diagram to show fog layer features is shown in Figure 8-2. 

 

Figure 8-2 IoT Architecture Showing the Fog Layer with Applications and Services 

8.3.1 Fog Conceptual Model 

NIST special publication 500-325 describes a conceptual model of fog computing.  

From the publication abstract: 
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Managing the data generated by Internet of Things (IoT) sensors and actuators 

is one of the biggest challenges faced when deploying an IoT system. 

Traditional cloud-based IoT systems are challenged by the large scale, 

heterogeneity, and high latency witnessed in some cloud ecosystems. One 

solution is to decentralize applications, management, and data analytics into 

the network itself using a distributed and federated compute model. This 

approach has become known as fog computing. This document presents the 

conceptual model of fog and mist computing and how they relate to cloud-based 

computing models for IoT. This document further characterizes important 

properties and aspects of fog computing, including service models, deployment 

strategies, and provides a baseline of what fog computing is, and how it may be 

used [79]. 

The NIST publication lists six essential characteristics of fog computing: 

1.Contextual location awareness, and low latency 

2. Geographical Distribution 

3. Heterogeneity 

4. Interoperability and Federation 

5. Real-time interactions 

6. Scalability and agility of federated, fog-node clusters. 

Two additional features are often associated with fog: 

Predominance of wireless access 

Support for mobility 

In addition, fog nodes need to support one or more of the following attributes: 

Autonomy 

Heterogeneity 

Hierarchical clustering 

Manageability 

Programmability 
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NIST describes fog deployment models as paralleling traditional cloud deployment 

models which include Private, Community, Public, and Hybrid. 

NIST also addresses the differences between fog and edge computing: 

Fog is multi-layered and decouples and meshes hardware and software functions 

whereas edge computing executes specific applications in a fixed location. 

Fog is hierarchical, but edge is limited to small numbers of peripheral devices. The 

peripheral edge is also referred to as the IoT network. 

8.3.2 Fog Computing Reference Architecture 

The OpenFog Consortium says this about fog architectures: 

Fog architectures selectively move compute, storage, communication, control, 

and decision making closer to the network edge where data is being generated 

in order solve the limitations in current infrastructure to enable mission-

critical, data-dense use cases.  

They consider their reference architecture document to be 

the baseline to developing an open architecture fog computing environment.  It 

is the first step in creating standards to enable interoperability in IoT, 5G, 

Artificial Intelligence, Tactile Internet, Virtual Reality and other complex data 

and network intensive applications [94].  

The key benefits they cite are: 

Containerization 

Virtualization 

Orchestration 

Manageability 

Efficiency 

Their key architectural pillars are: 

Security 

Scalability 
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Openness 

Autonomy 

RAS(Reliability, Availability, Serviceability) 

Agility 

Hierarchy 

Programmability 

They also stress as does the NIST group, that fog computing is different from edge 

computing: 

Fog works with the cloud, but the edge excludes the cloud. 

Fog is hierarchical, while the edge is limited to a few layers at most. 

8.3.3 Sensors, Actuators, and Edge Devices 

Most IoT edge nodes consist of sensors and maybe actuators, an embedded processor 

microcontroller with or without an operating system, a connectivity module and an energy 

source [95]. 

For personal health devices (PHDs), sensing devices need to consider human comfort 

and compatibility with activities of daily life. Low power requirements and long battery life 

are also desirable.  

Connectivity that relies on proprietary readers can be expensive at scale. Antennas 

featuring Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) or very low cost Near Field Communication (NFC) 

can be connected with fog nodes such as a smart phone or dedicated gateway processor 

performing user authentication, data collection and aggregation, analysis, and communication 

with a centralized cloud when necessary.  

The Eclipse IoT Working Group, AGILE IoT, IEEE, and the Open Mobile Alliance 

co-sponsored an online survey between January 24 and March 5 of 2018 of 502 IoT developers 

[96].  

Although the survey title indicates only developers were surveyed, the actual 

breakdown of job titles is as follows: 
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Developer: 30% 

Architect: 16% 

Development Manager: 12% 

Researcher: 10% 

Independent Consultant:8% 

Other: 7% 

Executive: 6% 

Product Manager: 5% 

Student: 4% 

Role in sales and/or business development: 1% 

Not currently employed: 1% 

Testing: 1% 

Survey results for the top processor hardware are mostly ARM and Intel processors. 

Unfortunately, 28% of those surveyed did not know the hardware platform, which can be 

explained by the wide range of job titles surveyed. 

Don't know: 28% 

Arm Cortex-M3 / Arm Cortex-M4: 26 

Other 32-bit MCU: 24% 

Arm Cortex-M0 / Arm Cortex-M0+: 21% 

Arm cortex-M7: 20% 

16-bit MCU: 19% 

8-bit MCU: 18% 

   Survey results of the top operating systems for the IoT are: 

   Linux, over 71%, and Windows, FreeRTOS (now owned by Amazon AWS), and No 

OS/bare metal each have about 20% share.  

   Most respondents use more than one OS accounting for responses totaling more than 

100%. 

   The same survey surveyed usage of the various messaging/networking protocols 

(multiple responses account for the total above 100%): 
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MQTT: 63% 

HTTP: 54% 

Websockets: 35% 

HTTP/2: 25% 

COAP: 22% 

AMQP: 18% 

The most commonly used network/connectivity protocols are: 

TCP/IP: 63% 

Wi-Fi: 53% 

Ethernet: 48% 

Bluetooth/Bluetooth Smart: 38% 

Cellular: 36% 

UDP/IP: 32% 

Zigbee: 22% 

LPWA: 21% 

Serial RS-232/RS-485: 18% 

8.3.4 Fog Devices 

Fog devices, known as nodes, provide CPU power, memory, and data storage sufficient 

to perform data analysis and other functions too resource intensive for IoT edge devices in 

order to improve response time and save on bandwidth, processing, and storage in the cloud. 

They are small compute devices such as mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and network 

gateways. The fact that mobile devices are already ubiquitous in the environment presents the 

capability for massive sensor data collection, analysis, and even control without the need for 

massive hardware and telecommunications deployments. Software will enable this vision. 

Fog devices, with their more ample resources,  will also provide mitigation of security 

vulnerabilities. 

Figure 8-3 shows fog devices as part of the overall telecommunications infrastructure 

(diagram created for conference presentation, was not part of original paper). 
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Figure 8-3 Fog Devices Integrated with Telecommunications Infrastructure 

8.4  IoT Vulnerabilities 

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) organization has published 

their list of top 10 vulnerability types for IoT systems [97]. 

1. Insecure Web Interface 

2. Insufficient Authentication/Authorization 

3. Insecure Network Services 

4. Lack of Transport Encryption/Integrity Verification 

5. Privacy Concerns 

6. Insecure Cloud Interface 

7. Insecure Mobile Interface 

8. Insufficient Security Configurability 

9. Insecure Software/Firmware 

10. Poor Physical Security 

8.4.1 NIST National Vulnerability Database 

Searching the NIST National Vulnerability Database [98] using the keywords 

‘medical’ and ‘patient’ reveals a recently growing number of vulnerabilities as shown in 

Figure 8-4 and Figure 8-5. 
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Figure 8-4 Number of Vulnerabilities Found using the Search Term ”medical” 

 

Figure 8-5 Number of Vulnerabilities Found using the Search Term “patient” 
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The “medical” search results were mostly for IoT devices, while the “patient” search results 

were mostly for information systems. The results suggest the increase in the number of 

networked medical devices is associated with an increasing number of vulnerabilities. 

The number of vulnerabilities is small, but when considering the large numbers of 

devices that can be affected by each vulnerability, there exists the potential for thousands of 

potential breaches. 

8.5  IoT Standards and Regulations 

The healthcare industry is unique in its formation of a voluntary network of partners to 

consolidate medical device data for evaluating medical devices for regulatory purposes.  A 

public-private partnership between the FDA and the Medical Device Innovation Consortium 

(MDIC) resulted in a grant creating the National Evaluation System for health Technology 

Coordinating Center (NESTcc) [99]. 

From the NESTcc.org website:   

A Planning Board convened by the Duke-Margolis Center for Health Policy in 

late 2015 envisioned NEST as a voluntary network of data partners able to 

efficiently consolidate RWE [Real World Evidence] to inform medical device 

evaluation and support regulatory decision-making throughout the total 

product life cycle (TPLC). 

In September 2016, FDA awarded a grant for the NEST Coordinating 

Center (NESTcc) to the Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC). MDIC 

is a 501(c)(3) public-private partnership with the objective of advancing 

regulatory science of medical devices for patient benefit. The selection of a 

third-party entity was important given the need for NESTcc to establish 

relationships and agreements between partners in a neutral, objective manner 

and to solicit a balanced representation from stakeholders. 

The FDA published the Medical Device Safety Action Plan in 2018. Among its five 

goals is cybersecurity: 

1. Establish a robust medical device patient safety net in the United States 
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2. Explore regulatory options to streamline and modernize timely implementation of 

postmarket mitigations 

3. Spur innovation towards safer medical devices 

4. Advance medical device cybersecurity 

5. Integrate the Center for Devices and Radiological Health’s (CDRH’s) premarket 

and postmarket offices and activities to advance the use of a TPLC approach to device 

safety [86]. 

   The ISO/IEEE 11073 Personal Health Data (PHD) group of standards addresses 

interoperability among PHDs [100]. 

8.6  Conclusion and Future Research 

Chiang and Zhang predict future research will determine how fog interacts with the 

cloud and which functions are performed in the fog layer [101]. 

Fog computing for connected healthcare is a promising technology that will bring 

improved security, reduced latency, and possibly lower cost mobile cellular service to 

consumers as healthcare and other industries seek to leverage the scalability of mobile edge 

computing or distributed cloud also known as fog computing.  

Australian telecommunications provider, Vodafone, has recently made data plans 

available at no cost to consumers participating in a cancer research project (Dream Lab) that 

uses the processing power of consumer smart phones while phones are plugged into chargers 

(usually overnight) [102]. Future research would extend this model to gather and process data 

from IoT edge devices. 
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Chapter 9:  

Final Results and Future Work 

9.0 Chapter Introduction 

MACH-T can build a reliable trust value and corresponding confidence value based on 

learned patterns of time spent visiting geographic locations for a configurable minimum time 

duration. Geographic location information in GPS trace files is the source of data for 

calculating trust values. Such trust values will be useful for MANet operators desiring to build 

networks of trusted nodes where the trust is measurable prior to admitting a node to a MANet. 

Research and study of prior work on the subject of trust by Guo et al. [3] and Hacker 

[11] in both computer science and human behavior, led to the contribution in this dissertation 

of an algorithm that maps trust attributes in the computer science domain with attributes in the 

human behavioral science domain. This mapping, shown in Table 9.1, provided the foundation 

for a trust algorithm, MACH-T. 

Table 9.1 Trust Classification Model Component Mapping to Human Behavior Trust Components 

Trust Classification 

Design Dimension  

in the Computing  

Domain [3] 

Trust Dimension in the Human Behavior Domain [11] 

Quality of Service Capable: Presence of GPS trace data collected frequently over time, capable of 

communicating with GPS satellites or other devices providing geolocation data 

Centralized Consistent: Centralizing allows for comparison to others and to self to determine 

consistency in behavior 

Static weighted sum  Consistent: Repeated conformance to expected set of population average 

geographic location behaviors or to an ideal set of geographic location behaviors 

Event + time-driven  Committed: Visits to the same geographic locations over time shows commitment 

Multi-trust Capable: Many dimensions contribute to overall trust 

The MACH-T algorithm provides the ability to parameterize trust calculations based 

on the history of a node’s capability, commitment, and consistency as shown by a node’s 

➢ capability to visit geographic locations and record GPS traces, 

➢ commitment to visit locations within a small perimeter for minimum time 

durations or at relative time (time-of-day, time-of-week, or time-of-month), 

and 

➢ consistency to repeatedly visit a small number of geographic locations.  
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Because trust is context dependent, the MACH-T trust algorithm provides a level of 

assurance of success in building a MANet. That is, it reduces the risk of failure in building a 

MANet because the trusted nodes are capable of communicating as evidenced by their GPS 

trace history, the nodes are committed to visiting a small number of geographic locations for 

at least a minimum duration as defined by the MANet operator, and over time the nodes visit 

the same small number of locations. Additionally, the volume and density of node GPS traces 

provides a Confidence factor which can decrease the unadjusted trust value, MACH-T(U), 

resulting in an adjusted trust value, MACH-T(A). 

The context of geographic presence over time is relevant to MANet formation in the 

same way that a medical degree and a history of successfully treating patients would be trust 

criteria for a medical doctor. The different contexts require different trust parameters. 

Using two publicly available datasets, one from Microsoft Research (the Geolife 

dataset) and one from University of Rome, Tor Vergata researchers (the Roma Taxi dataset), 

this dissertation documented five experiments to calculate trust values based on the behavioral 

attributes of the subject mobile devices and also on the subjective definition of trust in each 

experiment. 

In addition, a trust modeling spreadsheet demonstrated the ability to model various 

node trust attributes to learn how various behaviors and subjective trust parameters can change 

the resulting calculated trust value. 

9.1 Discussion 

Three instances of geographic location for authentication were found in the literature:   

One is the Trusted Platform Module chip which includes a GPS locator to restrict 

certain computer hardware from operating outside specific geographic areas [14].  

Another, no longer used, was the practice of cell phone companies selling user data to 

credit card companies to allow the credit card companies to know if a cell phone belonging to 

the card holder was present during a transaction using the credit card. Courts determined the 

cell phone companies violated cell phone users’ privacy rights and the practice stopped  [76]. 
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A third, Social media site Nextdoor.com validates new members by first requiring them 

to enter a verification code they receive by postal mail at their home physical address. Their 

actual physical presence in the neighborhood authenticates their identity [103].  Someone could 

impersonate a neighbor but would need to intercept the postcard in order to do so.  This 

physical “man-in-the-middle” attack is not scalable. 

In the six experiments described in this dissertation, the MACH-T method of trust 

assessment resulted in a trust metric indicating if a mobile device was behaving in a trusted 

way, as defined by a MANet operator.  In all six experiments, the MACH-T(A) adjusted trust 

value ranged from zero, considered untrusted to a positive value. A MANet operator  would 

determine at what value above zero a mobile node should be considered to be trusted and 

allowed to join a MANet. 

Previous research on trust in mobile ad hoc networks has not focused on individual 

node geographic location history as a means of calculating a trust value based on such behavior 

which can be classified as a type of non-peer based reputation measure.  All previous research 

focused on node communication ability or recommendation of neighbor nodes.   

 As reported by Chen and Chang [104] in their research on technology acceptance, the 

International Telecommunication Union reported in 2010 that mobile cellular subscriptions per 

100 inhabitants reached 116.1 in developed countries. This high level of mobile 

communication adoption indicates acceptance by the public of mobile cellular communication 

as a trusted means of communicating within the definition of trust proposed in this dissertation. 

That is, the mobile cellular communication network is capable of sending and receiving data 

without error, is committed to sending and receiving data because it is available at all times 

and is consistent because the communications are correct over time. Any lack of trust in the 

mobile device hardware itself by the general public has not been a barrier to communicating 

on the cellular infrastructure and it does not logically follow that it would be a barrier to 

communicating device-to-device in mobile ad hoc networks.  

Because mobile devices exist in the physical world and are typically carried by people 

or vehicles, MACH-T can be a viable and useful method for assessing trust in mobile devices 

themselves which is necessary for security and vice versa, 
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9.2 Risks to Proposed Solution 

The proposed method includes a confidence factor for calculating node trust and 

depends on having GPS traces collected frequently (every few seconds) over a span of days, 

weeks, or months. Geographic behavior over time provides the basis for assigning trust values. 

Without enough nodes of similar type such as smart phones carried by human operators, the 

proposed solution cannot use average geographic behavior to measure one node against the 

average behavior for that type of node, but an ideal behavior profile can instead be used. 

Various threats to the MACH-T method such as ballot stuffing, bad mouthing, on-off 

attacks, opportunistic behavior, and spoofing have been addressed and are mitigated with the 

MACH-T approach. 

The experiments in this dissertation used the OpenStreetMaps.org tile method of 

dividing the globe into distinct areas or tiles at zoom level 16. At that zoom level, and at the 

latitude of GPS traces in the experimental datasets, the tiles measure approximately 469km on 

a side.  Potentially, if a mobile device stays in a location near the borders of two or four adjacent 

tiles, the GPS trace information may not accurately report on the mobile device’s ability to 

stay in one location for a minimum amount of time.  The error would be on the side of distrust 

in the device since the device may not stay in just one tile for the minimum time duration.  

Reducing the zoom level would be one way to remedy this problem, especially if the buildings 

in a locale tended to overlap more than one tile. A MANet operator would need to learn the 

specifics of a geography to determine the appropriate zoom level for using the MACH-T 

algorithm. 

Implementation risks such as the reliability and correctness of GPS trace data must be 

considered although this risk is beyond the scope of the proposed solution. Harris describes 

how GPS data is vulnerable to spoofing and jamming in a paper published in 2021 [105] . This 

proposed method uses GPS traces but other means for ensuring physical presence in a location 

could be used such as Bluetooth or Near Field Communication beacons placed at a location or 

detection by other trusted MANet nodes. 
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9.3 Future Work  

Before ad hoc networks can become secure and resilient, trust will need to be 

measurable and dynamic. Historical and geographical behavior analysis appears to be a 

promising avenue for providing the basis for trust formation in mobile ad hoc network devices.  

 Future work may determine if behaviors of personal or other types of mobile devices 

such as non-taxi vehicle-mounted devices can be predicted based on constant ratios across 

multiple datasets.  Google.com location history files represent one source of data [106]. 

Ensuring behavioral data sources are trustworthy is an additional factor to consider when 

evaluating additional datasets if such are available. 

Recent formation of networks of stationary devices such as the Amazon Sidewalk 

network which uses Wi-Fi and LoRa communication channels to connect Amazon Alexa and 

Ring doorbell devices to form non-cellular networks is an interesting development [107].  

Consumers who opt out of using their devices in such a network could present 

challenges to network connectivity.  MANet nodes of smart phones could potentially provide 

coverage for gaps in such a network.    

GoTenna corporation’s MURS radio which integrates with mobile devices using 

Bluetooth communication can boost the reach of a Bluetooth enabled device from 100 meters 

to many miles depending on the terrain and interference from structures such as buildings or 

trees [108]. Combining a GoTenna radio with a smart phone would provide extended reach for 

smart phones. 

Apple corporation’s FindMy network uses millions of iPhone devices to cooperatively 

provide location information for a lost device and report the location to the device owner. Users 

can opt out of this feature which uses the NFC, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi communications 

capability of iPhones to communicate device-to-device without active participation by the 

phone owner. Recently they have included a new ultra-wideband U1 chip in their iPhone 11 

and 12 models. The device-to-device communication capability has recently been expanded to 

Apple’s AirTag devices which are small hardware devices with NFC capabilities that can be 

attached to personal property to help find the property through the FindMy network in case of 

loss [109].  
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Amazon corporation announced a mid-June product launch resulting from a new 

partnership with Tile, a manufacturer of devices predating and similar to the Apple AirTag. 

The Tile devices will integrate with the Amazon Sidewalk network [110]. 

Samsung phones support Samsung’s GalaxyFind network with similar capabilities to 

the Apple FindMy network [111]. 

In a May 2021 article published in the Wall Street Journal, reporter Christopher Mims 

summarizes these new technologies:  

 Yes, perfect strangers are using slivers of our bandwidth, as our devices send out 

and listen to little chirrups of radio chatter that don't pertain to us. And you're now 

able to leverage the radios and internet connection of countless devices owned by 

other people, too [107]. 

MANets may someday soon also  leverage the   availability of multitudes of mobile 

devices owned by people who will have options for device-to-device communications, 

eliminating the total dependence on cellular infrastructure.  Using geographic location  history 

MANet operators will have the ability to calculate the trust value of all mobile nodes in the 

MANet which will assure the capability, consistency, and commitment of nodes towards the 

successful operation of the MANet.
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